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Garbage fIres land Old Orchard in hot water

SOON
OPENING MID·DECEMBER

Sock thieves
tip-toe off
with Xmas

FEATURING
CONTEMPORARY
FURNITURE
LIGHTING
HOUSEWARES
WATCHES
PHONES
JEWELRY

26 EXCHANGE STREET

207.775.7049
PORTLAND, MAINE 04101

Christmas
Bed Sale
at
QUALITY CONTEMPORARY FURNITURE

101 JOHN ROBERTS RD.
SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE 04106
(207) 773-0009

There are

some jewelers who

claim that they never have sales. . ~
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other jewelers • •who only have sales

when it's good for them,

you. G.M. Pollack feels

ifs important now and then to

.

offer our

customers Q u 0 e w e l r y a,t r:al sale prices

inventory

,

marked down our
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/ after-Christmas

Sale before- Christmas is just

what

ordered.
Our
Golden Angel
Pin

QUality • Integrity • Tradition
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with purchases

over $50.00

"Maine's very own family jeweler."
Do~town Bangor • Bangor Mall • Augu~t.a • Auburn Mall. Downtown Portland
Marne Mall (South Portland) • BrunSWick (Cook's Corner) • Newington Mall
Pheasant Lane Mall (Nashua, N.H.)
Our own charge plan. and major credit cards invited
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Tukeydate
On Nov. 16, the Tukey's
Bridge traffic light came down.
Now it's possible to drive from
one end of Washington to the
other without crossing four
lanes of 55-mile-per-hour (in
theory) traffic.

News of
the weird
...About 800 South Africans
officially became members of a
different race last year, according to figures quoted in the
South African Parliament. They
included 518 coloreds who
became white and 14 whites
who became colored. About the
same number of Indians became colored as colored who
became Indian.
"'While chasing cats that
were lying under a car, a pit
bull terrier ripped off the 1983
Honda's grill and badly
mangled the front end, causing
$2,000 in damage.
"'Raleigh, N,C., Judge Jerry
Leonard gave James Graham
the choice of going to jail for
failure to pay child support or
writing 10,000 times "I must
pay my child support on time"
when he sentenced him in May.
Graham chose the latter, and
when he fell further behind in
his payments, Leonard found
the writing submission to contain much skip-numbering and
to have been done in three different handwriting styles,
...The European Court ofJustice in Luxembourg ruled in
July that the Netherlands cannot impose Europe's valueadded tax on the sale of hashish, since it is illegal, even
though the Netherlands
wanted to impose the tax because it does not prosecute
persons who sell small
amounts.
"'Rather than clean out the
garbage that had accumulated
in their house, TerrY and Barbara Key burned their $70,000
North Carolina home to the
ground. The house was paid
for but not insured.

- Chuck ShepardlAlterNet

Burglars who broke into a
Congress Street music store last
week hauled home five boxes
of stuffed Christmas stockings
destined for troubled children.
"I don't think they knew
what was in the boxes. They
were all taped up," said Alwin
Martin, owner of Martin's
Music Mart at 545 Congress St.
The thieves also netted two
guitars.
"One of the boxes opened up
and spilled a trail of toys all
down the street," said Martin.
"That's how the police found
the break-in:'
The stockings were to be sent
to children in Sweetser
Children's Home in Saco, and
the Opportunity Farm in New
Gloucester. Martin, who had
collected the toys and treats
from businesses and individuals, said "Now I don't know if
we have time enough, cause it
took us three months to collect
all that stuff."
But Martin said Save-a-Buck
Ed's Discount Warehouse will
be giving him 160 new, empty
stockings, and he's counting on
donations for the stuffing. If
people don't want to drop
donations off at his store, they
can mail them to P.O. Box 4174,
Portland,04101.
"I know they can't steal it
from a Post Office box," he said.
-Hannah Holmes

Convenient garbage fires at
'the Old Orchard Beach trash
transfer station have burned a
$15,000 hole in the town's
pocket.
Most of the town's garbage
is taken to the MERC waste-toenergy plant in Biddeford. But
like most incinerators, there are
many things which the MERC
plant will not burn.

-Hannah Holmes

Ooops ...
Last week we referred to the
Waterfront Alliance as the
Working Waterfront Coalition.
Must have been one of those
flashbacks they warned us
about.

sided with the Board of Environmental Protection (BEP).
The BEP would prefer that
nothing catch fire, especially
things 1ike tires, insulation,
plastics, and other weird materials.
Bradford told Old Orchard
Beach to dampen its incendiary spirit and gave the town 60
days to send the BEP a clean-

up plan for the Dirigo Drive
transfer station.
As wellas being a little neater,
the town is going to have to pay
a $15,000 fine. That fine could
go higher if groundwater under the trash transfer station is
found to be full of gook.
-Hannah Holmes

Portland Seven
to go free
Charges have been dropped
against the seven activists wh0 .
were arrested for protesting the
demolition of a Park Street
building in June. The owner of
the property, Seventy-Five
State Street, an elderly housing
Casco Bay Weekly
organization, has decided to let
them off the hook.
Wednesday
November 23, 1988
The ''Portland Seven" were
Volume One, Number 26
charged with criminal trespass28 pages
ing after jousting with bulldozers preparing to demolish an
Italienate mansion at 76-78 Park
St. The elderly brick duplex
didn't fit into Seventy-Five
State Street's scheme of things,
and was eventually bashed by·
the bulldozer. But only after
the Portland Seven were safely
stored in a paddy wagon.
The Portland Seven include
James A. Bruni,PeterJ. DeCrenscenzo, Edward J. Murphy,
James V. Oliver, Daniel Powell, David Turner, and Elizabeth Turner.

-.:!

-Hannah Holmes

President
Mitchell?

•

The working waterfront grows taller

To brick, or
not to brick?
There's a ton of bricks hanging over the heads of City
Council next month.
Residents on lower Clark
Street started it all 15 months
ago by stomping in wet cement
to protest the replacement of
their red brick sidewalks with
gray cement. Now they have
housing and community developm,ent money to buy bricks
with, but everything's on hold,
waiting for a policy from City
Hall.
The City Council asked the
Planning Board for a policy last
October. The Planning Board
obliged. But the City Council is
in the weeds now, and won't
get a look at the policy until
early December,
Bricks are recommended by
the Planning Board in a lot of
places. Theywant to keep bricks
in 19th century architectural
areas where the existing sidewalks are mostly brick. National Register Historic Districts, and the streets that connect them. They'd like them in
the whole of downtown.
Moving out of downtown,
brick and cement are interchangeable. India Street, for
example, could go either way.

In Old Orchard beach, much
of this refused refuse has been
conveniently catching fire at the
transfer station. Town Councillor Paul Ladokakos explained that vandals are breaking into the transfer station
fence and burning the trash.
But after four years of such
violations, Maine Superior
Court Justice CarlO. Bradford

-'

Senator George J. Mitchell,
who just three weeks ago thoroughly trounced Republican
In a vote hailed by supporters as a sign of turbed by the thought of big, loud, dusty
challenger
Jasper Wyman in the
commitment to a working waterfront, Port- industry in their front yards. The Merrill terstate
election,
is predicting a
land City Council approved a higher height minallies at the foot of Portland's West End
in the race
victory
for
himself
limit in the Fore River industrial waterfront bluff. Other opponents observed that a boat
for
Senate
majority
leader on
zone that includes the Merrill Marine Termi- working for Miron once carpeted part of
Nov.
29.
Hussey Sound with cement by mistake.
nal.
Sen. George "God does not
Irked by these protestations, waterfront
The old limit, 45 feet from ground level, is
take
sides in American polibeing stretched to 145 feet from sea level in merchants and business people joined worktics"
Mitchell is facing off
terminal-owner P.D. Merrill's section of the ing waterfront activists in forming the Wateragainst
Sen. Bennet Johnston
zone. In sections where the houses are nearer front Alliance. Like P.o, Merrill, they said
and Sen. Daniel
of
Louisiana
sea level, the limits are shorter. The result is a dust wouldn't be a problem, noise would be
"Sit
down
Mr.
North!" Inouye
height-limit system "personalized" to the minimal, and industry is a necessary part of a
of
Hawaii
for
the powerful
views of the houses perched over the zone. working waterfront.
majority
leader
seat.
Consultants called in by the City Council
The Council also passed a noise-squelching
There are two rounds of votmeasure, limiting average night-time noise to reported that Merrill's proposed cementing.
After the first round, the
55 decibels at the border of the industrial handling system is a good one for controlling
guy
with with the least votes
dust
and
that
the
Fore
River
Neighborhood
zone.
drops
out. Then there is a run55
decibel
nightAssociation's
request
for
a
Merrill, who originally wanted to build
off
between
the two remaining
time
noise
limit
was
reasonable.
silos 150 feet from ground level, plans to
To
win without going
senators.
Even
though
Merrill
has
now
run
the
gauntallow a Canadian cement-handling company,
the
second
round, Mitchell
let
for
the
height
of
his
silos,
he
is
still
miles
Miron USA, to build and stock the storage
needs 28 votes. He says he has
silos on his property. Ground level is about 15 from pouring any foundations. He'll have to
20 of them bagged alread y, and
feet higher than the mean sea level in that go back to the Planning Board, where the
more promised for the second
area, so Merrill lost about 20 feet from his first height fight started, and present them with a
round. There are 55 democratic
site
plan.
The
Board
of
Environmental
Protecproposal.
Senators
eligible to vote.
turn
critiquing
Merrill's
tion
will
then
get
its
Opponents of the plan, led by the Fore
Although
the Senate Majorplans.
River Neighborhood Association, were disity Leader wields considerable
-Hannah Holmes
,~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~influence
in Washington,
Mitchell wouldn't stand much
of a chance to inherit the presi"COLD, COLD IS THE NORTH WIND, AND RUDE IS THE BlAST ... "
dency.
Bill Coogan, who teaches
political science at USM said
that if the president and vice
More than a century and a ney who grew up on Congress on to become a professor of president should succumb, the
half ago this week, nestled in Street.
languages at Harvard and one presidency falls to the Speaker
Henry's middle name was of Portland's biggest claims to of the House, then the senator
between other front page items
in the November 21, 1820,issue Wadsworth and his last name fame.
who's been around the longest,
of The Portland Gazette, was a was Longfellow.
Big deal? Well, how many then to each member of the
Henry continued to write poems did you publish when president's cabinet, starting
16-line poem called "The Battle
poetry and eventually went to you were thirteen? Especially with the secretary of state.
of Lovell's Pond."
It was signed "Henry" and it Bowdoin College. When he told ones that used phrases like "0' er
"At that point, I don't know.
had been submitted to the his father that he wanted to be the warrior's bier" and Maybe it goes to Mitchell/' said
Gazette by a 13-year-old local a poet rather than a lawyer, his "Victory's loud trump their Coogan. "There'd have to be a
boy. It was the first published dad hit the roof. But Henry went death did proclaim."
plague in Washington."
-Thomas A. Verde
poem by the son of a local attor-Hannah Holmes

little Henry's rtrst poem
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an excitable boy
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CLASSIFIED
Casco Bay W_kly is a paper
for people living in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media. Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
1B7 Clark Street Portland,
Maine 04102.
Send us your event listings,
your angry letters and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive all that kind of stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
the issue in which you want it
to appear.

775·6601
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Holiday: Shopping in Freenort
•
by

Joe
Kievitt

Freepor-t

~ 6enetton

Antique
Mall
E~~~'7Ro~1~~
min., south of downtown Freeport)
(5

~CORDUROYS

Custom
jewelry
and repairs

$15.00

~COTTON

~TURTlENECKS

I~~C~ORDUROYS

Specializing in repairs
of southwestern
jewelry

$12.00

Route 1, Freeport
865-1044

~ ·cYJ)#J~~ ~
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CRAFTERS
AND
WOODWORKERS

..

~

We have the largest selection
of wood turnings and craft items
in the area.
Bulk prices available
Remember ...
If it's made of wood
we probably have it!

I

~~~~

Wire ~ SXJgf/)
Factory Outlet

.

Sj\1~:
"2.0'
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suggested
retail on
1st quality apparel
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Pal & Howard Washburn (owners)

OPEN DAILY 9-5
YEAR ROUND

(207) 865-0607

@i"fEn.%ffffif@iUV$;@£W&"Wt.mm

Holiday Hours
Freeport is open seven days
a week, 365 days a year.
From Thanksgiving to Christmas
Most stores
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
All stores
9-9 Thurs.-Sat.
9-6 Mon-Wed.
10-6 Sunday

Men's Benetton Wool Slacks
.' Sisley Scroll Sweaters
::~ and Matching Wool Skirts
". Cotton T·Necks

$25.
$39.
$19.
$12.

,-' Sale prices in effect Nov. 25 - 27
Jonathan Cooper sits at his workbench' with a $10,000 creatton.

I'

Jonathan Cooper is a 3Syear-old native of New Jersey who came to Maine to
live in Kennebunkport, but
moved to Portland because
the rent was cheaper. He
has been repairing violins
since 1972 and began designing and constructing
them in 1981. He describes
the sound of a violin as a
voice.

German Importer Outlet
Lace & Decorative
Household Accessories
136 Main St., Freeport
new hours:
10 - 9 daily

Open 11-5
Thurs.-Mon.

Who do you design and
construct violins for?

4 School St., Freeport, ME 04032
TEL: 207-865-658l5

I construct and design violins primarily for cJassical

Christmas Gift Ideas ... ~~

No BATTERIES OR
ASSEMBLY REQUIRED.

100% Cotton
Chair Throws
$38.95
Brown Bag
Cookie Molds
$12.00 each
3 or more
$10.50 ea

Lang Graphics
Calendars
$9.95
Calendar frames
$28.95

Country
Clocks
$18.95 and up

Handpainted
Slates
$12.95 and up
Handcrafted
Shadow Boxes
and Shelves
$10.95 and up

We have lots of great stocking
stuffers_ Gift certificates available.

• White Stag sportswear
• Holiday Pastels • Velour Separates
• Skiwear for men & women

.~

Our gemstones and ring settings are unique.
Bu t then, so is she.
The RememberRing™ captures yesterday's special
memories for years to come. Set with diamonds,
rubies andlor sapphires. From $415.

BRQWNGoldsmiths
GEMO LOGISTS . D E SIGNERS

,

including:

hrlCkrns.pirl

NEW ARRIVALS

ALSO FEATURING:
• WARNACO, Maine Outlet Mall, Kittery • Flannel & brushed cotton nightgowns
• 46 Main Street, Freeport • 865-3750
• Robes
• Bra & panty sets by Olga & Warners
• OPEN DAILY

Jonathan Cooper

antiques
and
collectables

151/2 School Street
Freeport 865-3244
Open 7 Days 9-6

~:::!:::;:I~ ~::;':::::!:::/1

Holid,y Hours: Mon.-S"., 1~; Thur. & Fri. , 10-8; and Sunday, 11-5.
One Mechanic Strett,

CONVERSATION WITH

......."...««if....~:.cvn/a-~;;:~·:-:·~z:&;w~~:.:.~:w.~/.-;:«--"».,.»'

Casey's Wood Products
"

A

~im~;.%'"'{,"'<t"@f{%~""""',m,;;/..~",;,,,;'S'q,,~

,ust off Main Street, downrown Freeport 865-4126

;:;.

Jl WeavefS JhOp~~!
15 School Street, Freeport, ME 865·3143
Open Daily VISAIMC/AMEX

players; people interested in
playing orchestral music or
playing in quartets. I also
make instruments for professional fiddle players.

is made of ebony and the fit- my hands. I like creating
tings are ebony, boxwood, or things. I like working with
old ins~ruments as well. I had
rosewood.
been working as a musician
How much does your best and it was a good transition
to make. I was always just
violin cost?
completely taken by the inA cello would be some- strument both in the sound
whereon the orderof$10,000. of it and in the construction
But a violin would average of it. Everything about the
arOl;nd $4500.
violin fascinates me.
How long does it take to
How many violins do you
make a violin?
make a year?
I can usually make a violin
I do a lot of work repairing
from start to finish including
old instruments so in a year I
the varnishing, if I work full
might make two or three new
time, in 4 to 6 weeks.
ones. If I was working full
What goes through your time making new violins, I
mind when you are mak- would probably make 10 a
year.
ing a violin?

I feel totally concentrated
What makes a good violin? on what l'm doing. I'mthinking about sound. I'm thinkWe're going to need a week ing about violins that I've
for this one. Well, you have to heard that were really great
start with the best materials sounding instruments. And
you can get. The wood has to at the same time I'm thinking
be properly selected and what great sounding violins
aged. You have to be able to felt like in the flexibility and
judge at each point - should feeling of the wood. Instruyou make something a little mentsthatreallysoundgood,
thicker or thinner, should you when you have them apart,
make this curve a little you can feel things in the
stronger or shallower. You wood. You can see the comhave to really understand the ponent parts and feel how
instrument.
they bend and twist and how
stiff or limber they are.
What kind of wood do you
use in your violins?
Do you play the violin?
I use maple for the back,
I've played the violin since
sides, and scroll. I use spruce 1972.
for the top. The fingerboard
Why did you become a violin maker?
I became a violin maker
because I like working with

Where did you learn to
make violins?
I learned in Cremona, italy, which is Stradivari's
hometown.

Have you ever played a
Stradivarius?
Yes I have. It was like riding a race horse.
What is the difference between a Stradivarius and
your violins?
I haven't been dead 200
years yet.
Joe Klevltt has a plastic ukulele

he hopes will be worth something in
a century or two.

The
Ultimate
Christmas

Gift.

.'

On sale 'til Christmas.
List· $1595
SALE· $1295
VISNMC accepted

There have been a lot of headlines
and serious-sounding TV news stories
about Maine's educational system lately.

ATELIER FRAMING
~ou're having difficulty
slaloming through a" the
ski shop jargon, let The
Shed be your guide. With
over 17 years experience in
helping our customers select the
right equipment for their ability, we
can have you skiing with confidence on
whatever trail you choose. We guarantee it.
C'mon - take The Shed challenge! You'" find top
names you can trust, like Rossignol, Caber, K-2,
Head, Atomic, CD, Geze,Elan, Tyrolia, Killy, Kailin,
5.0.5., Marker and more. A" backed by unpara"ed
service, and prices that won't break you.

\

82 Middle Street
Portland. Maine
04101
774-2088

Most of these stem from fallout of
• Antique Mapa & Prints

the state's 1984 Education Reform Act.

• Custom Framing

It required schools to develop written

• Specializing in
Conservation Framing

standards for curriculum and physical
facilities. Since that law was passed,
about half of the state's schools have
been inspected -- and about 90 percent
of them were found to have adopted no
. such standards.
Numbers like that make for alarming
headlines. But do they make for better

Unique Holiday
Gift Ideas

The one-room Cll.·ff Island School will
probably get an "F" on the state's
report card. But the Cliff Island
School, featured in this week's cover

• Home Accessories

58 Fore Street
Portland, ME
(207) 774·1067

315 Marginal Way, on Exit 7 of 1·295, portland
Fort Andros llall, Main Street, Brunswick
Lost

Ski

Aubum

47 India St.,Portland

ANJON'S

schools. Though the lessons Cliff Island
students have learned are not as

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
Tel: (207) 883-9562

. • CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
Served with Spaghetti

YOUR CHOICE

• FISH AND CHIPS
Served with Cole Slaw

• SOUP AND 1/2 SANDWICH

W

• VEAL PARMIGIANA

YOUR CHOICE

Served with Spag hetti

Reprint of 1876 ed.

e

BAKED STUFFED HADDOCK
Served with potato and vegetable

NOW OPEN

SUN.12-S

• SIRLOIN STEAK

TUE.·SAT. 10-5

W

773-4200

W

241 CONGRESS STREET

Is the State the answer?
Concerning your article in
the November 17 issue, "Portland needs performance space,
Is the State the Answer?"
Of course, the State Theater
should be restored to its original beauty, but we're missing
the point. That's not the real
need here in Portland.
We should first fulfill and
nurture the growth of our artists that are already her.e, who
are dying to find a suitable,
inexpensive forum to perfonn
in.

only as a quaint reminder of our past,

There are at least five professional groups right here in
Portland looking for viable
theater space. Let's help them
before we bring in the big-time
promoters, or the very base of
theater and dance will die in
this city.

•

Served with potato and vegetable
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

but as a lesson in what smaller institutions and locally-based decisions could
do for the rest of us.

7!W~
November 23,1988
Volume 1, Number 26

Sincerely,
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" John Saccone
Theater of Fantasy
Portland

Gary Santaniello
publisher

Marg Watt.
advertising manager

Kate Halpert
Ga"'YYoung
display advertising

JohnShalek

Monte Paulsen
editor

AnnSltomer
entertainment editor

Hannah Holme.
editorial assistant

Bob Bettencourt
art director

classified advertising

ToklOshima
We. Nickereon
production

In reading the article in your lovely forestcoverinterspersed

. -tI/I-..-...-.- .~ .-. · ..,-tb- \6 · t6 ·

orig. $25

And so the Cliff school stands, not

Stoc1Jto~,~aUne

BOOKSTORE

Now s192§

community in which they live.

•

·Ham Salad· Chicken Salad· Tuna

S·A·L·E w
Birdseye View
of Portland

from portland's modern mainland

and uniquely appropriate for the

tDmmy~
'772-5357

students

775·5011

SPECIALS

273 Congress St., Portland, Me.

doing as well on standardized tests as

regimented, they are more than adequate

Figure on
tommy's
for skates.

Whether
you need
hockey or figure
skates, we've
got the best
brand names
like Micron, Lange, Bauer,
American, end CCM. All at
"our low, low prices," and In sizes
from tot size & to adult size 13.

1

story, is not failing.
Students leaving the Cliff School are

• One of a Kind
Items for Very
Special Gifts .

Official Sponsor of Winter '89

\

t

schools?

• Painted Furniture
• Clothing & Jewelry

Portlan\!
Yacht Services

.j

November 3 edition relating to
Portland's Swedish Consul,
Martin Johnson, one is flabbergasted by the description you
employ in describing Stockholm, that almost 100 year old
Aroostook County town of
some 300 settlers who originated, for the most part, in
Sweden, as being a ghetto. Situated as it is in the Little Madawaska drainage, it is by far one
of Aroostook County's most
lovely sections, consisting of

with the farms with which the
county is nationally famous. In
this writer's opinion - Shame!
Why not drive there soon, and
take another look - talk to its
sincere residents -learn about
that of which you speak before
uttering a word?
Yours for a semblance of
accuracy in reporting.

\~~.~ CC'~\\'M
Herbert G. Oopper
Boothbay Harbor

Michael Hughe.
Althea Kaye
She"'Y Miller
Michael Quinn
columnists

John Jone.
circulation
Published every
Thursday and
distributed free
throughout Greater
Portland.
Mail subscriptions
are available at the
rate of $36/year.
Entire contents e1988
by Mogul Media. Inc.
dba Casco Bay Weekly.
No portion may be
reproduced by any means
without written permission
of the publisher,

2077756601
phone

Bonnie Moore
Kelly Nelson
Thomas A. Verde
contributing
writers

Joe Kievltl
photographer

\

. . and a cast of
thousands
This page is a canvas
on which diverse opinions
take form, Our views are
here. We encourage your
letters and columns.
Please be brief and
to the point. Sign your
letter clearly ahd
include a phone number.

Views
Ca.co Bey Weekly
187 Clark St .... t
Portland, ME 04102
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Nov.......' 23, 1988

by

Hannah
Holmes

At the ringUig of a bell, eight children come
running to the Cliff Island School- one of a only
a dozen one-room school houses left in Maine.
The self-reliance these eight students learn is a
specialty of the island. It is learned of necessity,
and passed down from teacher to student to
teacher again.
It is not the kind of education that puts life on
hold; it is education taking place in the midst of
life.
It is the kind of education that takes place ...
MurielAnderson rings tbe scbool beU and tbe kids come runntng.

~

attic, the students Of ClUJ Island School are led by teacber MacVane, lower left, and assistant Anderson, at top.

~

CBW photos/Monte Paulsen

Joey Stmas concentrates on bis
motb as tbe perpetual motton
of tbe classroom swtrls
aroundbtm.

"1

HAVE A HARD

TIME EXPLAINING TO
NEW CHILDREN THAT
THERE'S A LOT OF
WORK THEY'VE GOT
TO DO ON THEIR

OWN."
EARL MACVANE

In an old, one-room schoolhouse on Cliff Island, eight children
and two adults are doing some kind of dance.
The bigger children move deliberately from point to point. The
smaller children are quicker, sometimes getting down on the
scrap-carpeted floor to get around. The adults rise, move briskly
to a desk, and pause for a while. Then they rise and circulate
among the desks.
Afirst-grader,Joey,skitterstoacomputerinthecornerforhis
free time.
"Mr. MacVane, Mr. MacVane," he calls, over and over, as he
tries to tum the machine on. Across the room a small, darkhaired kindergartner, Raina, can't stop giggling. The teacher,
Earl MacVane, sits in the "fourth grade," asking questions about
division and multiplication. Jill, a blond third-grader pays no
attention to the bedlam, and works steadily on her math, head
down. Astrida, sixth grade, Katrina, fifth grade, and Sarah, first
grade, work steadily, too, not even looking up.
"Raina," warns MacVane's assistant, Muriel Anderson. "Sarah,
how are you doing? Does anybody need help? Raina."
Hemmed in behind the piano, Joey concentrates on the computer screen calling to Mr MacVane only in the excitement of
winning a g~me.
.
Amy, a fourth grader, finishes her work early. She wedges
herself in front of the other computer, in the closet-sized library.
Sarah finishes next, and wanders around the classroom looking'
for something to do.
The sterile order of a public school is nowhere to be found.
After 93 years of occupation, the classroom looks like somebody' s
attic. Every inch of space is filled with bookshelves, yellow
paper, a ragged set of encyclopedias, and four globes of various
ages that perch on the piano and bookcases. Boxes of games and
old phonograph records fill the comers.
Sarah bypasses all this and makes herself comfortable on the
floor ofthe cloakroom with a notebook, reading her own writing.
Although this classroom seems a little unconventional it is as
traditional an approach to education as one could find. Only
about a dozen of them in Maine, including this one built in 1895,
are still occupied by children and teachers. But walking into the
school is not quite like entering a time warp. Physically, it has
been modernized.
"There were about 25 of us in school when I was here," says
assistant Anderson, who graduated in 1947. "At that time the
bathrooms were not on the building." The school depended on
an outhouse until 1952.
"There was a pot-bellied stove in the middle of the floor.
Where the library is now, they used to keep the coal. The desks
were all screwed down to the floor."
Now there is central heat, desks that move around, and even
two bathrooms, stacked high with rock salt, paper towels and
tools.
But the students are still all different sizes, and the teachers are
still very busy.

Island r hytluns
They do things differently out here.
For instance, at 11:30 a.m. on a Thursday the school is empty
and quiet.
Suddenly, an engine rumbles and a red International truck
slides to a stop on the dirt road alongside the school. MacVane,
a wiry man in jeans and a green chamois shirt climbs out.
Anderson, in a T-shirt and sweater climbs out, too. Both have
graying, dark hair; both are wearing sneakers. The children pour
out around them, all talking at once.
The students are carrying plastic jugs of cider; they have spent
the morning pressing apples, they explain, as they bounce into
the school. MacVane and Anderson follow.
Inside, Raina, Joey, and Sarah settle into the front row. In the
seco~d.ro,:" are Jill and fourth graders Tayler and Amy. Katrina,
who IS m fifth grade, shares the back row with her sister Astrida,
who is in sixth. Joey, Jill, and Amy are siblings, too. The five
families span seven gr~des.
. .
The scho~l mov~s to Its own rhythm, pro.tected from admmlstrators by eight mIles of water between Cliff and Portland.
"I'm s~pp.osed to ~o out there every oth~r week," says Paul
Steele, prmClpal o~ Chff, Long, Peaks~ and Rivert~n schools. But
the boat leaves at 5.15 a.m., and doesn t return until noon, or goes
out at 10 a.m. ~nd retu~ at 5:30·p.m., and Steel says he doesn't
al~~ys ~ak~ I t . .
"
",
III gIVe hun t?e beneflt?,f the doubt, says MacVane. III say
he com~ out t':"1 ce a y~ar. " , .
Isol:tlOn has Its bene~ts. I m r~lahvely free to do w~at I want
to do, says MacVane.
the aC~Ievements ~stan?~rdlzed ~ests)
are good and everybody s working up to therr ability, I don t see
why w,~ should have to have someone from the mainland come
down. .
.
~olatI?n has a lonesome SIde, too.. .
I don t get a chance to talk to the prmClpal, or other teachers,"
says MacVang. "I do get a c~ance on Wednesdays to go to Lo:ng
Isla.nd forphys. ed. and musIc. B~t(the teachers) areso busywI~h
therr own agend~, that they don t get a chance to talk about Chff
Island problems.

¥

Independence
Self-sufficiency is the first course taught at Cliff. It is something
everyone at the island school has to live with.
From spelling to "Learn not to bum," Cliff students study the
same curriculum as mainlanders. All the special stuff is shipped
out to the island - art teacher, nurse, gifted-and-talented teacher.
What makes them different is that they must learn self-sufficiency, too. The key to challenging all of them at once, MacVane
says, is to get them to challenge themselves.
"I find it hard," he says. "I have a hard time explaining to new
children that there' sa lot of work they've got to do on their own."
When the students come back from lunch, they take out their

math books. On ~s own, Joey drags a box of colored counting
cubes near to hIS desk, and uses them to do addition and
subtraction problems. Jill takes her sheet of problems to the
blackboard, and works them out in chalk before copying the
answers onto the paper. Anderson sits by Raina and Sarah,
watching their work, and keeping an eye on the rest of the class
for the hands that rise patiently.
Because a student usually works alone, she isn't rushed or
slowed by the rest of her class. "I found that the kindergartner
has done everything a kindergartner should have done," MacVane says. "She's doing first-grade work. It's very flexible."
Of course it's not all up to the children. MacVane sits in the
middle of the fourth grade- between Tayler and Amy. He tosses
out multiplication and division problems, which they field .
"How ma~y groups of two can you get from 12? It may not
come to you nght away. You may have to fool around with it. Oh,
my, I'm waiting! I guess I'll take a nap."
"Six," says Tayler.
"Good. What's six times two?"
"I have to be the motivator," he says. "If there's more than one
pupil in a grade, I use that to my advantage. I think that's good
unless it gets to where one of them doesn't want to do it
anymore."
At report-card time he explains each mark on a card to the
student, and sends it home. Although he's bound by Portland
grading system, he says, " I look a lot at effort."
If MacVane is cracking the whip, it's because he knows what
lies ahead.
MacVane questions Katrina Rtdeout, wbo tugs neroously on ber bair as she answers.
"I went to school here," he says. "After fifth grade, I was taken
to the mainland and I didn't like it." He remembers standing at
the chalkboard with a math problem he didn't understand. The
Portland students snickered.
"Maybe that's why I make sure they know what they're doing
when they leave here," he says.
Even with all this independence, there's also a tradition of
cooperation within the one-room school. MacVane says that
,.
even though older students aren't formally teaching younger
students now, they still learn from each other.
"T~e little ones are listening to the older ones, and they're
lea~mg a lot, ~ven if they don't know it," he says. To follow up
the CIder pressmg, MacVane quizzes the class on apple varieties.
He asks the easier questions to the younger children, and the
harder questions to the older students, but all of them hear all the
answers. And at social studies time, while Sarah plans a breakfast menu, and Katrina traces the migration of native Americans,
~ac~a~~ an.d Astrida are holding a conversation about EgyptIan CIVIlizatIOn. All the students are hearing Astrida's answers.
Jill waits patiently, with her hand aloft, for MacVane to finish
with Astrida. Eventually, he kneels by Jill's desk, and explains
~atitud~ and l~ngitude, using a ladder for an analogy. Then he's
m mohon agaIn.
Tayler Barden, balfoftbefourtb grade,frets over
"How's it going, Joey? What's Raina doing?"

-
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The big leap

Because the transition from the one-room approach is jarrin~
some Cliff students take a sixth year before crossing the ocean to
Portland. But when they do join the morning march to the ferry,
and the crowds at King Middle and Portland High schools, they
know what they're doing.
''If they start here, they're honor roll, and scholarship, and college," says Anderson. "Overall, they do very well." A newspaper
clipping taped to a file cabinet
features a Cliff student who was
at the top of the Portland High
School Class of 1986. Standardized test scores of Cliff students
are equal to, when not betterthan,
those of mainland students. Still,
the cost of educating a Cliff student is not much more than a
mainland student, says Nancy
Churchill in the Portland schools
business office.
Johanna vonTiling used to
teach here, and she still keeps
track of Cliff students. Seven, she
says, are currently in college. One
of her students has a good job
with the telephone company in
Bangor. Another teaches at the
scboolilbrary, Anry Simas plays witb tbe computer.
University of Missouri.
There's a side effect of their
academic success that isn't necessarily good for Cliff, says vonTiling. "They got the itch for college. This is having a strange effect. There are no young lobstermen corning along."
No lobstermen means no lobstermen's children. The school
lives a year-to-year existence, not always having the state-required number of students to keep the door open. But the
islanders have yet to lose the yearly battle.
The school is the cornerstone of the Cliff community, says
vonTiling. She says that if the school crumbles, the whole winter
population - 80 people - will have to follow. Families that don't
want to send their five-year-old children alone to Portland from
6 a.rn. to 3 p.m. will have to leave the island. If that had happened
this fall, she says, "that would have involved the person who
takes care of the roads, and the storekeeper." The trickle-down
would eventually affect ferry service, and without that, few
people could live on Cliff.
But Principal Steele isn't worried. "I would have thought that
last year they'd have strongly considered closing it, when there

was a population of four," says Steele. "But they didn't even
seem to question it."
He says the islanders will do whatever they need to, to keep the
school door open. There was never an official drive to settle
people on the island, but in 1970 enrollment was dangerously
low, and by word of mouth news got around that a house was
available for a family, with children, who wanted to live on the
island.
"A number of families came and talked to me, and we finally
settled on a family named Wilcox, who had six children," vonTiling says. That family stayed only two years, but by then, the child
population had grown again.
"It sort of goes in cycles," says vonTiling.

Take a Break
From Your
Christmas
Shopping ...

Starhawk's
Best!
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Coming home
The Cliff Island School does go in cycles. For all the students
that leave the island, it takes only one to corne back home and
carry on.
MacVane has.
His eyes are very blue, and the lines around them are simple
and deep. He's the son of a CliffIsland lobsterman. His hands are
the curved hands of a lobsterman, not a teacher. MacVane, his
wife, his son, and one of his two daughters lobster in the summer.
"T remember my first day of school," he grins. "I yawned out
loud. I really got it! It was just something I always did at horne.
"I remember doing social studies, and a lot of it was on my
own. Overall, it was fun on the island. I hated to leave." He
finished at the island school in 1958. He wanted to be a veterinarian.
After studying at the University of Maine in Orono and in
Gorham, he wound up teaching for a few years in South Portland. In his own boat he commuted from horne - Cliff. Corning
home after dark one evening, he battled enormous swells, and
thought perhaps he wouldn't see the island again.
"I made it. That was the grand finale," he says. "It was foolish
to risk your life to corne to the mainland." Although he loved
coaching basketball, and knew he'd miss his South Portland
friends, in 1975 he became the teacher at the one-room school.
Now he walks to school, while his family takes the ferry to
Portland - his wife, to her teaching job at Hall School; their three
children Portland schools, too.
"Yeah, it's worth it," he says. "It must be worth it."

10 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101
207-772-8949
Mon-Sat.11:00-5:30

CHILDREN'S SWEATERS & HATS· QUILTS & PILLOWS

727-5183
OPEN 7 DAYS 10:001'04:00
FRIDAYS TIL 8:00PM TIL CHRISTMAS
JUST 2 MILES SOUTH OF B.EJ RS. ON RT. 35, WEST BUXTON

Hannah Holmes went to kindergarten in the Boothbay Town Hall. It took her
an hour to get there on the bus.
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TIJESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 7:30 PM

FREE

VIDEO RENTAL
When you purchase a
movie or music video
Offer expires 12/20/88

PortIand City Hall Auditorium
Tickets;

S15, $9

Presented by

.

PORTLAND CONCERT ASSOCIATION
'~
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At tbe end oftbe school daY,JiU Simas jumps rope on tbe ferry dock, watlingfor her motber to return from Portland.
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772·8630

Free Membership
Open nights 'til 9
Fri. & Sat 'til 10
Lower Lobby -151 Middle St.
Portland - 773-1999

here
ean you
find all
of your
-Christmas
Gifts and
still enjoy
shopping
for them

t1

Port Harbor
Antiques
324 Fore St.
772-1852

Wilma's
Antiques
86 Middle St.
772-9852

Milk St.
Antiques
8 Milk St.
773-8288

Geraldine Wolf
Antique
.Jewelry
26 Milk St.
774-8994

Communiques
3 Moulton St.
773-8809
I Love Flowers
19 Pleasant St.
774-5882
D.S. Lillet
468 Fore St.
772-3881

Remember
When
Antiques
15 Pleasant St.
761-7946

The
Paper Patch
17 Exchange St.
774-3125
The Regency
Collection
105 Exchange St.
773-2043

Abacus
Handcrafters
Gallery
44 Exchange St.
772-4880
Atelier Framing
82 Middle St.
774-2088
d. cole jewelers
10 Exchange St.
772-5119
I

Venture
Antiques
101 Exchange St.
773-6064

Kennedy
Studios
7 Exchange St.
772-8766
The Pine Tree
Shop
& Bayview
Gallery
75 Market St.
773-3007
The Plains
Gallery
28 Exchange St.
774-7500

West Port
Antiques
17 Pleasant St.
774-6747
Alfiero's
35 Exchange St.
774-7816

Suitsmi
35 Pleasant St.
773-8890

Amaryllis
41 Exchange St.
772-4439

Tavecchia
52 Exchange St.
772-1699

Classical Rags
86 Exchange St.
774-9746

The Steamer
Trunk
58 Exchange St.
773-3357

Club 21
21 Exchange St.
871-8060
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Anastasia's
Books
136 Commercial
St.
773-0046

\ \ W'~~E \r;;:;-:~. . . . . . . . . .

Bookwise
10 Exchange St.
772-8949

Videoport
151 MiddleSt.
773-1999

Mexicali Blues
10 Exchange St.
772-4080
Motionwear
57 Market St.
773-8101
Options
36 Danforth St.
772-8607

SOHO
54 Exchange St.
773-2532

Books Etc.
38 Exchange St.
774-0626

Enchanted
Forest
Children's
Bookstore
377 Fore St.
773-8651

House of India
399 Fore St.
774-8562

Portmanteau
36 Wharf St.
774-7276

Bad Habits
10 Exchange St.
773-1310

Dimora
Furniture
26 Exchange St.
775-7049

Keniston's
Tile and Design
269 Commercial St.
775-2238

Essex House
Oriental Rugs
& Furniture
267 Commercial St.
773-0762

Metro
165CommercialSt.
773-5181

DO IT YOURSELF

FASHION
Amimono Fine
Yams & Instruc.
tion
420 Fore St.
761-3938
Blue Goose
Quilt Shop
1 Pleasant St.
761-0300
Design Cotton
Fabrics
399 Fore St.
773-2848
The Wool Room
4 Exchange St.
773-1979

The Whip
& Spoon
161 Commercial St.
774-4020

Gallery 127
127 Middle St.
773-3317

•

Apple Bee Co.
Educational
Toys
370 Fore St.
772-8940

Necessities
Etc.
Toys & Gifts
2 Moulton St.
772-9681

Chase
Leavitt Inc.
Nautical
Supplies
10 Dana St.
772-3751

Once A Knight
Etc.
Games,
Puzzles, etc.
40 Exchange St.
774-6001

Golden Goose
Toy Shop
43 Exchange St.
775-5752

Once A Tree
Wooden Gifts
37 Exchange St.
871-1484

CHRISTMAS HAPPENINGS!

6O·Minute Photo
157 Middle St.
761-2882

Hair Exchange
8 Exchange St.
775-2555

Akari
Hair Studio
470 Fore St.
772-9060

Photo Finish
10 Exchange St.
761-5861

December 3.4, 10.11, 17.18
MAYRI DES (starting from Monument Square)
Saturdays 3 to 8
.
.
Sundays 4 to 7
CAROLING
Thursday Evenings
and Saturday Afternoon

Geraldine Wolf
Antique
.Jewelry
26 Milk St.
774-8994
The
Painted Horse
Toys
That Teach
184 Middle St.
773-6862

Hobe Sound
Galleries North
1 Milk St.
773-2755

The Stein
Ganery of
Contemporary
Glass
20 Milk St.
772-9072
Wellin·Gardiner
Fine Arts
4 112 Milk St.
774-1944

Seaport
Tobacco
& Import Co.
10 Exchange St.
775-0950

Spring St.
Middle St.

•
•
.c
III
C

~

III

Fore St.
Wharf St.

ers his love (that one thing
that might take him down the
straight and narrow) has been
misguided. Once the movie
ends, you can quibble about
tinkering with movie classics.

But if you are saying, "bah
change, which is also gathering carolers to sing in the
humbug" to all this Christmas
downtown area every Thurs- •stuff so soon (I know I am),
there's plenty of music in the
day evening, 7-8 pIn, and
clubs tonight to keep the
Sunday afternoon, 2-3 pm,
through December 22 (just in noise in your head going
strong. Boston bluesman
case
you need a reminder to
If you can't get up off that
Ronnie Earl and his latest
finish that shopping).
couch ...
band
The Broadcasters play
And to continue in this
Put off the colorization
tonight
at Raoul's, 865 Forest
controversy until later tospirit, the first performances
Over at the
A
ve
in
Portland.
of "The Nutcracker" are being
night, because Humphrey
PalamiTree
Cafe,
ex-Golden
performed by American
Bogart's classic, "High Sinos
gather
together
in
a new
Ballet East today and tomorerra," airs in high-techni-color
band, Asa Brebner's Idle
..
.
row at 2 and 8 pm. The sugar Hands.
splendor on channel 51's
Movie at Eight. In this one (in . The ~st SIgn of the Impend- plum fairy and the cavalier
High minded diversions
mg holiday season can be
will be danced by artists from
case you've never seen the
can
be found in Brunswick.
fo~d in Monument Sq?Me
the Washington Ballet, Julie
,original black-and-white
and nuclear war
.
Hiroshima
thIS a.fternoon. The C:hrIS~ Miles and John Goding. And
version), Bogart plays a
are
the
topics
addressed in
Tree m the Squc:rre will be lit a local dancer, Heidi Proctor,
gangster who does good.
"One ThouColin
Thomas's
After paying for an operation at 5:30 pm. Christmas carols will dance the role of the Dew sand Cranes," which is being
Drop Fairy. They'll dance
that corrects the crippled foot and Santa will add to the
performed by the Young
festivities
being
organized
by
across
the stage at Portland
of Joan Leslie, Bogart di~:co',,People's
Theater this weekCity Hall Auditorium. For
the Intown Portland Exend
at
the
Theater Project on
more information, call 878School Street. Performances
3032.
are tonight and tomorrow at 7
And for something a little
pm, Sunday at 2 pm. For
different. .. Two one-act
ticket information, call 725musicals by Hank Beebe are
9379.
being staged by the Embassy
players at the Schoolhouse
Theater on Route 114 in
Sebago Lake Village.
"The -Crab Who Got
Tired of Christmas"
is a comical look
at underwater
hOliday preparations The Portland chapter of
and "Rehearse,
NOW presents an evening of
Jonah!" tells the feminist humor with Kate
story of Jonah Clinton at the First Parish
and the Whale Unitarian Church, 425 Congress Street in Portland.
as a play
• in rehearsal. Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets are
Performances $10-$12. For more informaare this
tion, call 865-3869.
•wE!ekt~nd and Local rock and roll bands
playa X-Mas benefit for the
Bruce Roberts Fund tonight at
Geno's, 13 Brown Street in
Portland. The fund contributes money towards Christmas toys and dinner for
needy families. Thee Talismen, Wild Hearts, Ghost
Walk and Urban Creeps will
be playing along with one or
two other local bands. Admission is $3 and all proceeds
from the door will be donated
to the fund. For more information, call 761-2506.

The Feminist Spiritual
Community hosts an Alternative Holiday Gift Auction and
Brunch at Zootz, 31 Forest
Avenue in Portland. Some of
the gifts being auctioned
include wind surfing lessons,
tickets for a Maine Audubon
trip and an herb garden
consultation. Enjoy your
THE

MOVIES

NoY.23-26
WED-SAT 7 and SAT MAT 1

I!tJ
,R

: BnO\DC\ST NI~"s

. Nov.27·29 SUN MAT 1; SUN·TUES 7

Double Indemnity
Nov. 27-29 SUN MAT 3; SUN-TUES 9

ll/i:!flr0
Nov. 3O-Dcc. 3
WED-SAT 7.9; SAT MAT 1.3 OO:J

MtlN fM/fiJ6 SOV1\t:A%
10 Each ...... 51. Portland

Art from Russia is
of the new exhibit
the Bowdoin ~UU~j"<
seum of Art.
Art: Russian
Works

of the steamy
which Barbara 1.;.",... ",,,
seduces Fred MacMurray into
plotting and carrying out the
murder of her husband Fred's been had and he
knows it. Second on the bill,
"Laura," is a little shown film
directed by Otto Preminger
about a woman who is assumed murdered but shows
up alive. This double feature
is a good chance to see Fred
World AIDS Day is an
MacMurray before he became
Dad on "My Three Sons" and international event during
which town and cities everyVincent Price before he
where will remember the
became a cliche.
people who have died from
AIDS. Panels from the Names
Project Quilt, which contains
over 2,000 panels designed
and sewn by the families and
friends of people with AIDS, .
will be on display today at the
Chestnut Street Methodist
You've been reading a lot
Church from 8 am until 8 pm.
about the Portland Fish
The
thousands of names on
Exchange and its financial
situation. Tonight the Friends the panels will be read aloud
of the Portland Fish Exchange throughout the day, beginning at 8:10 am. There will be
have organized a benefit for
a break in the reading for
the Exchange at Raoul's, 865
"Project Bells" when we will
Forest Avenue. Learn more
about the Exchange and hear hear one minute of ringing
bells from all participating
the music of Roll & Go,
singing sea songs, Castlebay, churches and public buildings
performing Celtic music, and at 12 noon, followed by a
Downeast humorist and folk twenty-one gun salute, and
musician Kendall Morse. The an interfaith service at 12:45
show begins at 7 pm. Admis- at the Chestnut Street Church.
Also at the church, there will
sion is $5 and tickets are
be
a quilting bee and the
available at the Exchange,
panels
completed here in
Silly's, 147 Cumberland
.
Portland
will return to San
Avenue, and at the door. For
Fransisco
along with the
more information, call 773panels
being
displayed.
0017.
Opportunities to learn about
the Names Project Quilt and
the work being done by the
AIDS Project continue
through the day.

If you'd rather wait until
Christmas eve to listen to the
messiah on your hi-fi, Treat
Her Right and Men and Volts
are playing at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth Street in Portland. If you
last
time they

in Biddeford. The Portland
Ballet uses local dancers for
their production of the lavish
Russian Petipa version of the
ballet. The four principal
dancers are the same as was
seen in last year's production:
Karen Hurll and Frederick
Bernier will dance the roles of
The Sugar Plum Fairy and
The Nutcracker Prince,
respectively; Mime Tony
. Montanaro will portray
Drosselmeyer and Elizabeth
Drucker will dance the role of
Clara. Performances are this
weekend and next, Friday
and Saturday at 8 pm, Sunday

at 2 pm. Tickets $10 for
adults, $6 for children and
seniors. For ticket information, call 772-9671.
The first area performances
of Handel's "Messiah" are
tonight and tomorrow at 8
pm in the Chapel at Bates
College. Handel's popular
work will be performed by
the Androscoggin Chorale
with guest soloists and the
Maine Chamber Ensemble.
Tickets are available by mail,
and at Lewiston Shaws and
Bookland. For ticket information, call St. Mary's Hospital
786-2901 x 3105.

The excitable boy visits the
werewolves of Portland.
Better bring your lawyers,
guns and money along to
The Portland Ballet's perWarren Zevon's one show at
formance
of "The NutRaoul's tonight. Tickets are
cracker"
opens
tonight at the
$16.50. For ticket information,
City Theater, 202 Main Street
call 773-6886.

...

BuLLNov.
Dn'RHAM
23-26
WED-SAT 9; SAT MAT 3

shopping. A jazz guitarist will
supply the tunes. The cost for
the brunch, 11:30 am-12:30
pm, is and admission to
the auction,-1-3 pm, is $1 For
more information and reservations, call 442-7290 or 2892314.
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MOST NEW RelEASES
$7.49 and under
LPs I CasseHes
$13.99 and under - CDs

CO"'ANY

HAROLD PINTER'S

HOME
COMING
Nov. 25-Dec. 18
Theater .f "&at..,., 50 Daaf"ortll •
TbUl', rrl • Bat at 8: aWl at 7
110...... ,0 ..... ,:1
ADVANCE RESER'VATION..q RI'.£OMMENDED

775-5657

VISA/MASIERCARD Accepted

• Great Food
• Warm Atmosphere ~~~~~~

• Friendly Folks

LU;\;CH SPECIALS
DAILY

GALLERY 127 .
127 Middle Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-3317

Some of
Maine's Finest
Contemporary Artists

AND OTHER -BAD HABITS'
At prices you should
have been paying!
10 EXCHANGE ST.• LOWER LEVEL
773-1310

"~/!!!I
'" Sc~Jliall's 'f~-"i)~
..
J-liJ(Ufay Shopping .~.
in ~reeport?
~

Fresh Muffins, Croissants
& Cookies

~~~it1 Mariner's Church
~

Bakery

Open 6 am. Mon.-Fri.

366 Fore Street. Old Port

8 a.m. Sat.

or
'Dinner.

THU.-THANKSGIVING 11.24

(jift Certificates

Yes ... We're Openl House Night
SAT. NITE 11 .26

Check Out ZOOTZ' Hottest New D.J.
DEBRA
I Fri.-Sat. Open 8:30 to 2 I
31 FOREST AVENUE. PORTLAND. 773-8187

I·

NOVEMBER

Dinner for 2 with
our coupon
TH
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Lower Main Street,
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Luncfi, 'Bruncfi

No School! Chern Free
Sandvrichesserved
on our own
fresh baked bread

.---------(1;-~. THRA[)5GH"
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Step in for

WED. NIGHT 11.23

annual art
City Center in downtown
Portland. Over 50 artists will
exhibit their work. The sale
will present an opportunity
for people interested in
purchasing art to speak with
the artists, obtain both framed
and unframed work and buy
art at bargain prices. Admission is hee, so feel free to
stroll through anytime between 10 am and 6 pm.
In the studios ... Portland
artists are opening up their
work spaces and studios to
the public today and tomorrow. "Meet the Makers"
offers artniks an opportunity
to visit with the artists at
547A Congress Street, and 2034 Danforth Street. Refreshments will be served in some
studios, and participants will
be selling their work as well.
The two work spaces will be
open today 10 am- 6 pm and
tomorrow 11 am-5 pm.

.•4 2 5 Fore • •
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871-0663·
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CHRISTMAS
AT THE CATHEDRAL
With guests the
University Chorale
and Concert Band
of the University
of Southern Maine

Bruce Roberts
Christmas Benefit

Sunday, Dec. 4,1988
Two Performances

2:30 pm & 7:00 pm

• Thee Talisman· Wild Hearts' Ghostwalk
, Hot Property' Urban Creeps' GUS· & more!
Door prizes! Starts at 8 p.m.

Cathedral of the

Immaculate Conception
307 Congre .. St./Portland, ME

Tickets: $10/ $8
Available at Gallery Music

775·1304,
at the door, or calling 797-9664

qflfcfwrc{9lri50{~;~7
Concert CoSponsors: Ca..co Northern Bank & WPKM-FM

.listings must be received by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Sitomer, 187 Clark St ... et, Portland 04102 775.6601

•

SILVER
SCREEN

+ + +

Chimes at Midnight Orson Welles

What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
MaIne Mall Road, S Portland

n4-1022

Scrooged
op'" Wed, Nov 23

plays Falstaff in this movie based on
Shakespeare's play. The movie will be
shown in two parts, Nov 30 and Dec 1,
7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick.

12:45, 2:50,5,7:10 , 9:20

Cocoon: The Return
opens Wed, Nov 23

Oliver. Company
1:15,3:10, 5,7, 8 :50

L.-.d a.fore nine
1,2:30, 4 , 5:30, 7:15,9

Everyboctv's All Am.rlc . .
1 :30, 4, 7, 9:30

lim••t S.v•• ChrIstma.
1, 3,5,7, 9

The Accused
1:30 , 4,7, 9 :15

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle, Portland

n2-9751
Friday times nOi scheduled at press lime;
call ahecrj for times.

••••

••••

0....,.

MysticPlzz.
Wed, Nov

TIffiRED UGHTREVUE

~

1:15.3:50, 7:20,915 (sat-Su n)
4:30,7:20, 9:15 (Mon-Thu)

Fr." Hora••

14%

40 Years of Great American Music
Winner of Maine Music Award's Best R&B Band Two Years Running

Nov. 25-26 - J.R. Flanagans - Saco, ME
...
..
Dec. 2-3 - Brunswick, N.A.S_
Join us every Wed. night at Raouls' (except Nov. 30)
for our Motown Rock n' Roll Dance Party at 8:00PM
Weddings and private parties are our specialty

CALL 883-2802

(Band rehearsal space available

23

The Accused is a movie about gang
rape, based, in part, on the New Bedford rape case of a few years ago .
Jodie Foster plays the rape victim
Sarah Tobias, whose skirt was too
short and her tank top too revealing on
the night of the crime. Kelly McGillis
plays an attorney who believes, at first,
that Sarah was partly responsible for
the rape . Later, McGillis repents and
takes the onlookers to court for goading on a felony . • recommends, but with
the warning that the movie is about rape
and it holds back no punches. At the
Maine Mall Cinemas : 1:30,4, 7,9:15.
An American In Paris Gene Kelly
stars in this classic musical with music
written by George Gershwin . Nov 30,
3:30 and 8 pm in Smith Auditorium,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

1:10, 3:35.6:50, 9 (sal-Sun)
4:10, 6:50,9IMon-Thul

Eat Th. Rich
opens Fit. Noy 25
1, 3:40, 7, 9:30 (sat-Sun)
4,7, 9:30 (Mon-Thul

High Spirit.
1:31), 3 :40 , 6 :45, 8 :50 (sat-Sun)
4:15, 6:45, 8:50 (Man-Thu)
C ....... tng DeIIU1CY
1 :35, 3:30, 7:30, 9 :25 (sat-Sun)
4 :25, 7 :30,9:25 (Man-Thu)

Clara's Heart Whoopi Goldberg puts
aside comedy for drama in this story
about a Jamaican housekeeper who
strongly influences the life of a wealthy
white boy. Neil Pamck Harris plays the
boy who craves understanding in the
face of his parents divorce. At the
Nickelodeon: 9 :20 daily .

Cocoon: Th. Return For those of
you who saw the Cocoon I, the return of
the beloved friends and family who disappeared into outer space is imminent.
At the Maine Mall Cinemas : 12:30, 2:50,
5:15, 7:35, 9 :55.

Ct.... H..-I
9:20 dally
Without. Clue

1:20,3:45, 7 :10 (sat-Sun)
4 :20,7:10 (Mon-Thu)

The Movies
10 Exchange, Portland

n2-96QO
Bull Durh_
Nov 23-26
Wed-Sal at 7 pm
sat mat at 1
"'o~tNew.

Nov 23-26
Wed·sat at 9 pm
sat mat at 3

Fri, &Sat. Nov, 25&26

...

Doubt.l_ty
Nov 27-29
Sun mat at 1
Sun-Tue at 7 pm

Sieve
Howell

lau<.
Sun mal at 3

SUn-TuG at 9 pm
Man Facing Sout....t
Nov 30-0« 3
Wed-sat at 7, 9 pm
sat mat at 1, 3

and the

Wolves~~.
Fri, &Sat. Dec. 2&3

tBro~n

Men

SUNDAY

I

Special on Lite Drafts 75c
Steamers all day & nite

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
FREE hot dogs Lite Drafts
at halftime
¢

I 75

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS

Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPy HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
~~~~~::.:~~~~ 84 Commercial Street
"0:
Portland, ME • 774-3550

Cinema City
Westbrook Ptaza
854-9116

Broadcast News William Hurt, Albert
Brooks and Holly Hunter star in this tale
of a newsroom menage trois. I stayed
away from this one when it was first released because Ihe coming attractions
gave me the impression that the movie
was yet another romanlic comedy and
I'd had one too many of those. In spite
of myself, I saw the movie eventually.
Hunter plays a news producer and
Brooks plays her colleague and friend.
William Hurt plays the role of a pretty
but inerudite anchorman, who is on his
way to evening news stardom and is
the epitome of everything Hunter and
Brooks despise in broadcast journalism . Hurt's character makes up for his
lack of book smarts with people smarts ;
his knowledge of relationships and human behavior is uncanny. Hurt plays
the part perfectly . • recommends ... At
The Movies : Nov 23-25 at9 pm; Nov 26
at3 .
Bull Durham Susan Saran don found
her role in this summer's classic.
Saranden plays Annie, a minor league
baseball expert who exchanges wisdem for sexual favors from young rookies. This season's rookie is played by
Tim Robbins, who is persuaded by Annie to wear garters as he plays ball.
Kevin Costner plays a catcher enlisted
to coach Robbins and who knows more
about garters than the rookie. Baseball
and sex - wh at else could you ask for
on a chill autumn evening? .recom mends ... At The Movies: Nov 23-25 at 7
pm: Nov 26 at 1 and 7 pm.

a

Movies are nol scheduled at press time;

ahead to confirm tImes
all
7:15,9:15, w99l<snd mats at 1 :15, 3:15
call

Cock....

7,9, weekends mats at 1,3

Iron Eagl. II
7.9. weekend mals at 1, 3

'. . . H_.
ChIld'. Play

7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15.
7, 9, weel<end mats at 1, 3

Evening Star
Tontine MaIl,lIrunswick

729-5486
ero..... DeI.ncey
call lor limes

Bowdoin College
.......e.

P.,..

Noll 28, 9 pm In Kresge Aud~or1um
An Alrlerfc. . rn
Nov 30. 3:30 and 8 pm In Smith Auditorium

ChImes .t ..dIIIght

Part I, Nov 30, 7 :30 pm In Sm~h Aud~or1um
Part II . Dec 1. 7:30 pm In Smith Auditorium

Portland Museum of Art
Monument Square, Ponland
TICkets are $1 .50 In

addition to museum admission
Ollv.,!
Noy 27, 2 pm

+

+

+

is about the murder of a young socialite
(Gene Tierney) and the police detective's obsession with the dead woman.
Clifton Webb made his screen debut in
this one in the role of a caustic
reporter . • recommends.. . At The
Movies: Nov 27 at 3 and 9 pm; Nov 2829 at9 pm.

Man Facing Southeast The Port-

12:30, 2:50, 5:15. 7:35, 9:55

Crossing Delancy Amy Irving plays
a single woman living on the Upper
West Side who is looking for Mr. Right
in New York. With the help of a marriage
broker hired by Grandma, she rejecls a
novelist in favor of a pickle merchant
(PG). At the Nickelodeon : 1:35, 3:30,
7:30, 9:25 (Fri-Sun); 4 :25, 7:30, 9 :25
and at the Evening Star beginning Nov
25: call for times.
Double Indemnity Fred MacMurray
and Barbara Stanwick star in Billy
Wilder's classic about a woman who
plots to kill her husband and entices
the unsuspecting insurance man,
played by Fred MacMurray, to assist
her. At The Movies: Nov 27 at 1 and 7
pm; Nov 28-19 at 7 pm.
Eat The Rich Peter Richardson directed this black farce about a slanky
restaurant ' Bastards: which caters to
cannibalistic tastes. See this one after
dinner. At Ihe Nickelodeon : I , 3 :40, 7,
9:30 (Sat-Sun); 4, 7, 9:30 (Mon-Thu).
Everybody's All American This is
another ' Bull Durham- for football fans .
.wouldn·t bother, except that it stars
Dennis Quaid and Jessica Lange . Even
I'd watch football for that. At the Maine
Mall Cinemas: 1 :30, 4, 7, 9:30.
Fresh Horses I form opinions of
movies sometimes solely upon the
coming attractions. A movie about an
up-and-coming young man , who falls in
love with a girt from the wrong side of
the tracks (played by Molly Ringwald),
and who worries about whether he
should risk his career for his passion, is
not a movie I'd go to see. Not in 1988,
at least. At the Nickelodeon: 1:10,
3 :35, 6:50, 9 (Fri-Sun) ; 4:10, 6 :50 and 9
(Mon-Thu).
High Spirits Peter O'Toole plays an
Irish aristocrat, Steve Guttenberg an
American tourist and Daryl Hannah a
saucy ghost in the ghoulish flick I inlend to miss . At the Nickelodeon: 1:30,
3 :40, 6:45, 8:50 (Fri-Sun); 4:15, 6:45,
8:50 (Mon-Th u).

+ + +

Laul'll Otto Preminger's film noir thriller

land premiere of a movie written and directed by Eliseo Subiela about a patient in a mental hospital in Buenes
Aires who claims to be from another
planet Yet the patient has an uncanny
sanity , and a profound effect on
others. Another look at Ihe fine line
between sanity and insanity. +Iooks
fOlWard to this one ... AI The Movies:
Nov 30-Dec 2 at 7 and 9 pm; Dec 3 at 1,
2,7, and 9 pm.
Maurice Another beauliful movie based
in the novel by E.M. Forester directed
by James Ivory (who also directed the
film version of Forester's ' A Room With
a View-). 'Maurice- is about "the unspeakable vice of the Greeks: Jhat is,
homosexuality in post-Victorian England. For anyone who has pondered the
sanctity of Platonic love, Ivory paints a
portrait of a lover and his beloved,
which at times soars far above any
olher love story on the silver screen homosexual or othelWise. And as in all
good stories about England's sexual
coming of age, boJh Forester and Ivory
give us the character of a gardener who
is the personification of sex . • recommends ... (and if you can 't make it up
the coast to see this one, make a point
of watching it on the VCR). Nov 28, 9
pm in Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
My.tlc Pizza A Conneticut Yankee
falls for a pizza partor girt in this continuation of the story of Romeo and Juliet.
• recommends , because I've heard the
pizza partor scenes are wonderful , and
I haven't have diOner yet. At the Nickelodeon : 1:15, 3 :50, 7:20, 9:15 (SatSun) ; 4:30, 7:20, 9 :15 (Mon-Thu).
Oliver! The 1968 musical version of
Charles Dickens' classic will be shown
Nov 27, 2 pm at the Portland Museum
of Art. Tickets are $1 .50 in addition to
museum admission.
Scrooged Bill Murray returns after his
long hiatus from the movies in this updated version of Charles Dickens' -A
Christmas Carol: As far as I'm concerned, the movie is just another reminder of impending holiday shopping.
But what can I say - I'm a scrooge. At
the Maine Mall Cinemas : 12:45, 2:50,
5:15, 7 :35 , 9:55.
Without a CI ... Michael Caine plays
the drunk again. This time Caine plays
Sherlock Holmes, who really doesn't
exist at all and is only a drunken actor
filling the role while Watson, played by
Ben Kingsley, is the brains behind the
whole operation. We hear it's a good
comedy. At the Nickelodeon : 1 :20,
3:45,7:10 (Sat-Sun); 4:20, 7:10 (MonThu).

WMPG 90,9
USM radio
Schedule of music
Thur.day

".veln. 11:30 .....8 pm
progressive
Proud vorc....11.."
Isreal~ewlsh

Hot - . far Lunch 11 _1,30 pm
avant ganl<lle1hnlc

Emotlo....1y B_..... 1:30-3 pm
.-& roll
An_1ety _
:loll pm
rockheggB8

Iy.... n· _

5-7 pm

blues

Alternative Lunch 7.. pm

progressive
Motown Madne....11 pm
The Fr_ 8how 11 ......1 am
Frank Zappa music

Friday
Revaili. &:30·8 .-n
bluegrass

M ..... Festlv....10 ...
MorNn' Oroove10 .....12 pm
jazz

...ugo 12-2 pm

rockIraplnolse
R_t ... CuitUN 2:30-11 pm
reg~ae/Alrican

Ev.... n SWI 50.7 pm
blues

Indu.triou. H_lnt_tou. 7:30.0 pm
Dacr. Haw Slacks It p"",12 midnight
brain barrage

Saturday
Inquioltion 7-.:30 ....
Spanish pop

Latinos 1·2 pm
Afropop 3-4 pm

PosiUve VI ..... tlon. 4-8 pm
reggae

The Metal V.ult .... pm
hard rock

. . .w.'Cultu,. ... 10 pm
East European/exparlmental

Modem Music 10 pm-12:30 am
rock

Sunday
0 0 ' " Pow. . Program a:3~8 .m
Overtone. SI.10.m
USM pertormances
AltItuda 10 ..... t2:30 pm
jazzlluslon

w_.. Muolc .. Comedy 12:3Q.3 pm
You'll Danc. to AnythIng 11-8 pm
~u.t Folks 10:30 ......12 mI*'Ight

Monday.
Rav..lle 8::so.8 am
progresslv8l1r1slWiorld

... In The _ . "11:30 am
reggae/Africar

X_hoblc. 12:30.2 pm
contemporBl)l classical

SWNt Temptation 7:30-11:30 pm
bluegrassnolk

Tutu... 11:30 _ 2 pm
world musiC/folk

WI..,. D,..d z.4;30 pm
reggae

Evenln' SWt 5.1 pm
blues

M"ne F••Uvai 7.& pm
R.a.onable Music 8;30.10:30 pm
Jazz & blues
Ov..... ,ht lI_rtp 10 ...... 1 ....
obscure rock

R..... t.... 3O ..........
jazz

'"'" Loll Hllhway .,"0.11:30 ....
bluegrasslhonky tonk

ZX _ . 11:30 _1:30 pm
noise & grunge
1 111 How E....... 1:30-3 pm
hardcore
~"lyII'"

HHY" 3-6 pm

r,rogresslv8

Iven n· SWlIJ..7 pm
blues

Mojo Tell .. to pm
~.azz

American roots
USSR to ......12 am

+ + +
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We startAfrom scratch!
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773-S886.
Qualities Dec 1 at the Tree, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
In-A,Sense Dec 1-2 at Moose Alley,
46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
The .lohnny Lynch Incident Dec
1-3 attha Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton,
Portland. 774-0444.
In the Flesh Dec 1 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard beach. 934-4873.
Treat Her Right with Men and
Volts Dec 2 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth , Portland. 774-1441.
The Fit Dec 2 at the Marble Bar, 51
York, Portland. 773-5516 .
Savoy Truffle Dec 2 at Raoul's 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-S886 . '
Broken Men Nov 2-3 at the Dry Dock,
84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
illusion Dec 2-3 at LB's Pub, Rt 302, N
Windham. 892-8923.
Crosaflr. Dec 2-3 at the Brunswick
Old Orchard beach. 934-4873.
'
Swinging Bachelors Dec 2-3 at
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
773-3501 .
The Wild Hearts Dec 3 at the Marble
Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516 .

r+b
Red Light ReVile Nov 24 at Raoul's,
885 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-0886.
Marked Deck Nov 25-26 at the Old
PortTavem, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-

:

~ORE •••

KIELBASA· BlTKI BURGER· BIGOS
BEEF BlTKI • GOWBKI • EUROPEAN COMBO PLATE

I
I

I

LUNCH ONLY

I

to give thanks ...

•

Raoul's
Roadside Attraction

a

2,

Maine's #1 Dine and Dance Club
thanks you for your
sU'pport this year_
We look forward to
bringing more top talent
to Portland in 1989!

Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland.
774-0444.

Vibrations Nov 26 at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave , Portland. 7736886.
Sugar Minott Nov 26 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Sound Kings Nov 30 at the Marble
Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
Plate-O-Shrlmp Dec 3 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Reggae Dance Party every Sunday
night with Dani Tribesmen at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-S886 .

I
I

•

•
•

45 Danforth, PorHand. 774-1441.

Nov 25 at Raoul 's, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. 773-6886.
.lohnny Clyde Copeland Dec 3 at
Raoul 's, 865 Forest, Portland. 7736888.
Blues Night Sunday at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.

•

• Freddie Fender • Warren Zevon • Donovan
• Bo Diddley • The ])rifters • David Lindle1
• John Sebastian • Johnny Copeland • NRBQ
• Delbert McClinton • Hot Tuna • Bluesbusters
• Dr. John • David Bromberg • Commander
Cody • Max Creek • Taj Mahal • Loudon
Wainwright III • New Riders of the Purple Sage
• Jesse Colin Young • Adrien Belew • Buddy Guy
• Junior Wells • Jerry Jeff Walker • James Cotton
• J ,J. Cale • Nicolette Larson • Doc Watson •
Ric .
inn
•T
iatt
•F
Now that it's time

The Wave Breakers Nov 28 at the

Ronnie Earl .. The Broadcasters

$1 00

ONANY : I
EASTERN :
EUROPEAN:
SPECIALTY :

----------------------~

ern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.

+blues

Morgan's'

eating &: drinking saloon
46 Market Street, Portland· 774-5246

The Tltanlcs with Ed's Redeeming

Rockln'

Weclneaclay

~

New Riders of the Purple Sage
Dec 1 at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland.

reggae.

Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873.

lEI:] i{·}'n :(1 Ma·l ii i!~ :11101'}111:)

Wild Hearts, Ghostwalk, Urban Creeps,
Gus and Hot Prpperty Nov 26 at
Geno's, 13 Brown , Portland. 761-2506
(Nancy 871-4085).
Magazine Nov 29-30 at the Old Port
Tavern , 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444 .
Clockwise Nov 30 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.

Taylor Made Nov 27 at the Tree Cafe,

blues

LOOK FOR:SUN. 12 -4SCREECHING WEASEL W1Tr1 SPONGETUNNa ON TOUR FROM CHICAGO

X-Mas Benefit for the Bruce
Roberts Fund with Thee Talismen,

Ev.,ln' S ... 5-7 pm

USM p w t _•• 203 pm
German .... oIc 308 pm

Indian/classleal

23 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth , Portland. 774-1441.
The Look Nov 23-26 at Moose Alley ,
46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
The All Stars Nov 23-24 at the Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland . 7740444.
Wild Turkey Nov 23-24 at the Marble
Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516.

Nov 25-26 at the Dry Dock, 84 Com mercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Rumors Nov 25-26 at LB's Pub Rt
302, N Wincf1am. 892-8923.
'
ASA B ... bner'a Idle Hands Nov 25
at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441.
Silent Prophet Nov 25 al Geno's 13
'
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Kopterz Nov 25-26 at the Marble Bar
51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
'
Private Drive Nov 25-26 at Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland. 7733501.

0444.
Nlghtllfes Nov 27 at the Old Port Tav-

Tueaclay

Holy Bones , Len Nut and The
Neats playa benefit for WMPG Nov

Steve Howell and the Wolves

overtone. 2..:J pm

R ........ &30 ..,.. am
jazz & blues
H•• t .... Slowly"'" .m

rock+roll

Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.

folk

Ex..................tc 10...,..2 ....

The Boyz Nov 23 at the Brunswick,

Cornerstone Nov 24-26 at the

•
• ~~~~mr~~my~~~~~~

• Delbert McClinton • Hot Tuna • Bluesbusters
• Dr. John • David Bromberg • Commander
Cody • Max Creek • Taj Mahal • Loudon
Wainwright III • New Riders of the Purple Sage
• Jesse Colin Young • Adrien Belew • Buddy Guy
• Junior Wells a Jerry Jeff Walker • James Cotton
• J.J. Cale • Nicolette Larson • Doc Watson •
Richie Havens • Roy Buchanan • Roger McGuinn
• Tony Rice • Elvin Bishop • Ronnie Earl • John Hiatt

Entertainment Hotline 775·2494

[!~1j~i~i9T l~'f~s~rglrr;n~ijiGj! :
I Address
I
I Band I'd Most Like To See At Raoul's
:

I
I
I

~ai2..to.:..R~u.:! ~~s~e ~t~c~~8~ ~~t~v2.P~~n~ ~ ~~3

_:

November 23, 1988

Lee Angelo
Marraccini
Stack
Rings

Planlat Thoma. Tlrlno will join the

John Beerman
Mel Bochner
Carolyn Brady
Louisa Chase
Susan Crne

Robert Cummings
Patrick Dunfey
Aaron Fink
Leon Golub
Charles Hewitt

Robert Indiana
Dennis Kardon
Komar and Melamid
Robert Morris
Robert S, Zakanitch

dancing.
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu, house

, NOVEMBER 18,1988 to JANUARY. 8, 1989
Opening Reception Friday, November 18, 5·8 pm

VINALHAVEN PRESS

music and new music. Fri-Sat, eclectic
dance mix. Sun, request night; Wed,
chem free dancing to new wave. 7736167.
Fanta.y Hall. River Rd. , S Windham.
Country music every Saturday, 9 pm· 1
am with Terrie lee and Herbie Lambert.
692-2611.
Malna Ballroom Danca 80 Second
SI. , South Portland. Dance with Syd
Lerman Dec 3,6 pm -12 midnight. $10
per person. For more information, call
767~200 .

Tradltlbnal Naw England Coun"
try Danca Dec 2. 6:30 pm. Whistling
Thieves String band perform for Contra,
square, circle and couples dances .
Chase Hall lounge, Bates College,
Lewiston. Admission $3.

...Oh, the pearls are
lovely dear, however,
I was hoping for something more eclectic
from
OPTIONS!

Union
of Maine
Visual
Artists
Annual

ART

SALE
ART

OpTIONS

SALE
"CANCEL

One City
Center

Saturday
Dec. 3
lOam- 6pm

a contemporary
collection of
unique fashions,
accessories and crafts

avR.

T~IP To 1'10N~
(tjAVNC,'f DA,H;"' I N..1
w£i "IMPl...yc", ;\J 7"
11'11;, ....,.NOrrtE~

AR.T 5ALE! II

36 Danforth St.

772-8607

folk.acoustic
Danny Baal • Earl Blgalow every
Thu at Intown Pub, Brunswick. 7291777.

Robby Colfln •

Dan Waxman

Nov 23 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt.
35, N Windham. 692-2221.
G.. g Bu.... Nov 24 at the Barnhouse
Tavern, Rt 35, N Windlarn. 892-2221 .
Wlndjammar Nov 25-26 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rl 35, N Windham. 6922221.
Bamay Martin Nov 25-26 at the Intown Pub, Brunswick. 729-1777.
Dab Nov 25-26 at the Thomas Inn, RI.
302, S. Casco. 655-3292.

(Celtic music) and Kendall Morse
(Downeast Humor and folk music) will
perform a benefit for the Portfand Fish
Exchange Nov 29, 7 pm at Raoul's, 665
Forest Ave, Portfand. Adrnission is $5.
For more information, call 773-0017.
David Dod.on Nov 29 at the Barnhouse Tavern, R~ 35, N Windham . 8922221 .
Arthur Wab.tar Nov 30 at the Barnhouse Tavern , RI. 35, N Windlam. 8922221 .
Ed'. Radaeml . . Quantle. Dec 1
at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth. Portfand.
774-1441 .

airs Dec 1, 12:30 pm on MPBN redio.

Spindrift Dec 1 at the Barnhouse Tavern. Rl 35. N Windham. 692·2221.
Lezy Mercede. Dec 2·3 at the Intown
Pub, Brunswick. 729·1777.

Dab Dec 2-3 at the Barnhouse Tavern ,
RI. 35, N Windham. 892-2221.

c.untry
Zana Raven Every Monday through

Asa Brebner's
Idle Hands
and special guests

Sugar Minott
Lover's Reggae
shows: 6-10 wI Jamaican Buffet
10·2 $10.00

Soul Rockers

TAYLOR
MADE

The Titanics

with
Ed's Redeeming Qualities

Treat Her Right

with
Men and Volts

November at Wharf's End. 52 Wharf,
Portfand. 773·()()93.

CAlL us!
C/llL 11'H40
AH'lnM~ Tl> FIND

j.zz
Piani.t Edgar Ruby Nov 23 , 6 pm at

our W/1Jtf'S ON

the Thomas Inn, RI. 302, S. Casco.
655-3292.
Man ..a Hamilton Nov 25-26 at the
Blue Moon, 425 Fore, Portland. 671 -

TIlE MENV AT ll!£
CrN'$

Om spor

~ DlNINlt

0663.
State Straet Traditional Jazz
Ba nd plays a benefit for the State

VAAlm

Street Church Nov 25, 7-10 pm (public
is encouraged to come in and hear music at any time during this period) at the
State Street Church, 159 State, Portland. Musicians performing include
John Page, Larry Allen, Barry Daniels,
Dr. Wesley English, Tom Wilbur. Tick·
ets are $5. For more information, call
774·3576.
Bill St ..at Dec 2-3 at the Blue Moon ,
425 Fore, Portland. Music 7:30- 11 :30
pm. 67Hl663.

CHEVY
CHASE
,
In

FUNNY
F.ARJW

classic.1
Tom Hoffnllln • Frland. Classical

~

PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION

~:~VIDroPORTV:~

Lower Lobby
151 Middle st.
POftland. Maine

45 Danforth Street, Portland

I JotJ~,"",~l\tn~

L1

lP,;>v-

Open 7 days

and jazz guitarist will perform solo, with
flutist Karen Demsey, and with Randy
Bean and jazz vocalist leila Percy Nov
26, 6 pm at The Center for the Arts, 804
Washington, Bath. Tickets are $101$6.
For more information, call 442-6455.

Prog.. m of baroque and roman"
tic piano m_1c Nov 29. 12:30 pm
at the Olin Arts Center, Bates College,
Lewiston. Free and open to the public.

Designed to be worn
individually or stacked
together to create colorful
sets of your own choice ...

Tha Youth En.ambla 01 tha
Portland Symphony Orchaatra

2901 x 3501.
Bowdoin Collage Community
Chona. performs the concert premiere
of a piano concerto by Vivian Fine, a
work composed by Julia Smith, and .
works by George Chadwick and Felix
Mendelssohn Dec 2, 7:30 pm in Pickard
Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
For more information, call 725-3321 .

Maine Folk Art.: Mu.lc 01
Ual...'. Flnnl.h Community airs
Nov 26, 12:30 pm on MPBN redio.
Roll • Go (sea songs), Castlebay

Malna Folk Art.: Mu.lc of
Maine'. Acadian Community

Original Modem Lover

Portland Symphony Orchestra on Nov
29. Works performed will include
Adams' ' The Chairman Dances" and
Ives' Symphony No. 2. Showtime is
7:45 pm and the concert will be preceded by a free preview lecture at 6 :30
pm. Tickets $9-$23. For reservations,
eall773-8191.
Portland String Quartet Nov 30,
7:30 pm at Kresge Auditorium , Bowdoin
College , Brunswick. Music by
Beethoven, Haydn and Boccherini.
Tickets are $7.

present their fall concert Dec 1, 7:30
pm at Portland City Hall Auditorium .
Works performed will include
Beethoven's Symphony No. 1 in C Major, Copland's 'An Outdoor Overture:
Gould's ' American Salute; Debussy's
"The Engulfed Cathedral" and Corelli's
"Concerto Grosso No. 10. Tickets are
$3 for adults, $2 for students and se·
niors. For more information. call the
PSO at 773-8t91 .
Handel'. Me••lah Dec 2·3, 8 pm at
the Bates College Chapel, Lewiston.
The Messiah will be performed by the
Androscoggin Chorale with guest
soloists and the Maine Chamber En·
semble under the direction of Peter
Frewn. For ticket information, call 766-

The Homecoming by Harold Pinterpre-

sented by the Mad Horse Theater Company Nov 25-Dec 18 at the Theatre of
Fantasy , 50 Danforth, Portfand. Performances are Thu-Sun. TICkets are $10 on
Thu and Sun, $12 on Fri-Sat For more
information, call 775-5657.
The Nutc.. ckar performed by American Ballet East Nov 25-26, 2 and 8 pm at
Portland City Hall Auditorium. For more
information, call 678-3032.
0 ... Thouaand C...... by Colin Tho·
mas, performed by Young People's Theater Nov 25-26, 7 pm and Nov 27 at 2 pm
at the Theater Project, School SI. , Brunswick. For ticket Information. call 7259379.

The C.. b Who Got Tired 01 Chrlat"
maa, a comical underwater look at holiday preparations. and "Rehearse. Jonah;
the humorous story of Jonah and the
Whale told as a play in rehearsal . Per·
formancesare Nov 25·27, and Dec 1-3at
6 pm at the Schoolhouse The ater, Rt.
114, Sebago Lake Village. For ticket information , call 642·3743 or n3-1648.
ClncIa ..lla performed by the Portland
Players through Dec 11 at Thaxter Theater, 420 CottaQe Rd, S Portland.
Showtimes are Fn-Sat at 8 pm Sun at
2:30 pm. For ticket information, call 7997337.

You' .. a Good Man Charli. Brown
Nov 25-Dec 17 at 176 Sawyer St. . Portland. Showtimes are Fri-Sat at 8 pm , Sun
at 2 pm. For ticket information, call 7991421 or 799-6509.

Famlnl.t Humor with Kata Clinton
Nov 26, 6 pm at the First Parish Unitarian
Church, 425 Congress, Portland. Tickets
are $10-$12. For more information, call
865-3869.
The No.tage Dec 1-18 at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Portfand. Presented by Portland Stage.
Performances are TUfTThu at 7:30 pm,
Fri at8 pm , Sat at5 and 9 pm, Sun at 2pm.
Preview performances Nov 29-30, 7:30
pm. Tickets are $8-$19 and are available
at the PPAC box office, 774.0465.
Menaga .. 20 A theater/dace production choreographed by senior Scott
Balentine and featuring members 01 the
Bates College Modern Dance Company
Dec 1-3, 8 pm in Gannett Theater,
Bates College, lewiston. Admission is
$21$1. For more information, call 786-

6330.
Choru.

Variety Show "I love
Christmas" Dec 1 and 3, 7 :30 pm in the
Bonney Eagle High School Cafetoriurn,
RI. 22, West Buxton. Presented by the
Bonney Eagle High School Chorus. Do·
nations: Adults, $2. students and se·
nior citizens, $1.

773-1999
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Help for galleryphobia

.

abacus
handcrafters gallery

44 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101 - 772-4880
Open Thu.,Fri., Sat nights until 9 p.m.

I hope some of the readers of
this column aren't interested in
art at all.
For you - and for established
artnicks who may be yawning
- a couple of alternatives to
Portland's austere, imposing,
uninviting galleries and museums are coming soon.
Three major exhibition
events begin the weekend of
December 3. You can walk
through two whole buildings
full of artists with their studios
open and their works displayed, and you can go to One
City Center and walk. around
anonymously and see the work
of over fifty artists.
This means you can, if you
wish, look at all this art without
having to speak to anyone or
justify your reason for being
there.
You'll also get a chance to see
artists in their workplaces. I
mean, you know what a
doctor's office looks like; you
know what a mechanic's garage looks like. See how the
artist works and what kinds of
things they have to think about
while they're working. See
them as regular people doing
what they like to do best. "Look,
Jane, look. See the artist. See the
artist paint."

Bring the kids
If your kids like art in school
or if your teenager is considering being an artist or going to
art school, here's a chance for
the whole family to understand
something about the creative
life. And remember, you only
have to talk to the artists as
much as you want to. There
isn't going to be any gallery
owner breathing down your
shoulder blades or peering into
your wallets.
As for artists around the sta te,
let's take a close look at the
successes and failures of this
weekend. What are our viable
alternatives to the dictatorship
of the gallery owners? What
are the ways in which we can
organize our own shows? This
weekend the costs are shared
to the point where they are
infinitesimal compared to the
artist's expense in putting on a
gallery show- framing, announcements, food, etc.
And cpllectors. This is your
chance to buy what you want
for yourself at, usually, a much
lower price than anywhere else.
And young, inexperienced collectors can afford to make mistakes or find a treasure at these

three shows. Good luck every- draw his blood which he then
one!
threw against a gessoed canvas
and made a painting. Far out to
some viewers; boring to others. Nevertheless, as Carlo Pittore the current very active
President of UMV A pointed
out, 'Who else in Maine besides UMVA could sponsor
such a perfonnance?"

-

20-34 Danforth Street

Lynn Duryea's quilt plate.

One City Center
December 3, 10 am to 6 pm.
The Union of Maine Visual
Artists will hold it's annual sale.
Old and new work by more
than fifty artists, much of it at
bargain prices. Excellent show
for a cross section of Maine art
- some of it too interesting to
ever appear in conventional
galleries.
UMVA is one of Maine's
oldest and most active groups
of artists. From a steady membership of about 100 during the
past ten years, membership has
suddenly soared to 230. The
Union puts on weekly programs for artists and the public; they advocated the successful percent for art program and
the artist's estate tax law; they
"insist on the ideal of Art as a
spiritual and aesthetic entity
beyond commerce;" they publish a newsletter; they put on
exhibitions and sales.

December 3, 10 am to 6 pm;
December 4, 11 am to 5 pm.
This old warehouse building,
near Giobbi's restaurant, today
houses a variety of art studios,
galleries, businesses and Options, a store for contemporary
clothing.
Fourteen participants will
open their lives and work to
the public this weekend. Go in
any of the several entrances
along Danforth Street. Don't be
intimidated by the rickety stairs
and random boats and equipment stored in the hallways.
There's treasures here for the
hearty.
In addition to artists like
Connie Hayes, Fred Lynch,
Betsy Meyer, Richard Wilson
and Laurie Axelson, you can
also visit Ascensius Press, Dale
Boyce who makes turned
wood, Jeffrey Haste's handmade books, Libby Lyman's
sculpture,
Neilson
Wainwright's design and photography studio, Segal Signs,
Taylor Signs, and West End
Gallery and Danforth Street
Galleries.

547-A Congress Street

December 3,10 am to 6 pm;
December 4, 11 am to 5 pm. For
at least five years artists have
been moving}n and out of 547A, the building over Pollock's
Jewelers.
Katarina Wieslin, Alice
Spencer and Gretchen Langner
are among the former occupants. Now the latest crop has
gotten together to open their
studios. There's an elevator
which you might take to the
fifth floor and work your way
down. Participants include
R.N. Cohen and Paula Strickland, Paintings; Paul Rodrigue
Sue Pedersen's "Nest Egg.»
and Alayne Reed, porcelain
jewelry, Edie Tucker, sculpture;
On November 11, UMVA Maine Jewelers; and Lynn
sponsored the perfonnance of Duryea, ceramics and collages.
Monty Cants in, founder and
expounder of NEOISM.
Cantsin, besides singing his Sherry Miller, artist and writer, th inks
philosophy at the top of his 1hat people who are indifferent to art
should be tattooed with a scarlet "A" on
lungs, also had a (male) nurse their left hands.

..
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Ring in the
Holiday Season
w ith
IN-WEAR
Celebrate in
civilized suits that
play by day or
carryon into night
or a lUSCiOUS lambswool
an\;j0ra sweater in
periwinkle or red . . .
p e rhaps a bow- ti e d
bu s tier, flirty
crinoline and full
length dress gloves!
So much to choose
from now that the
holidays are here and
dressing up is back
in style and full of
s wing with IN-WEAR

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101

772-4439

c..co B., W•• kl,
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November 23,1988
Spring Point Pott• ." 5 Adams, S
Portland. Pottery exhibit. By appointment

1\ {estil'e {unc/raising event (or the
Feminist .spiritual Communit!J
o{ Portland

a lternative
holiday BRUNCH & AUCTION
gifts Sunday, November 27, 1988
nUl/Iy

I '

or chance 767-1350.

N.w Paintings b, Connl. H.y •• will
be displayed Nov 29-Jan 29 at Cafe
Always, 47 Middle, Portland. Hours: TueSun 5-10 pm. 774-9399.

schools.libraries

ZCD1Z

delight/l,lly <lijJ('rent . . .
U/ULSlUll it~nls

•

31 Forest Avenue, Portland

For further information
and catalog call : 773-2294

Ilnmch: 11 ::J()-12::J()
Auction 1:()()-:J:()()
. 111<"11IIIW(' r ; NOli
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$4.0()

$l.()()
l<il' lIde(lu

M,.tlcl.m.: Photographs of Mlno.
Whit. at the Payson Gallery of Art, 716
Stevens Ave, Portland. Exhibit continues
through Dec 24. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am-4
pm, Thu, 10 am-9 pm, Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm.
797-9546.
Contempo•• ry Sculptu... by Michael
Porter at the South Portland Public library, 482 Broadway. Exhibit continues
through Nov 30. 799-2204.

by
Althea
Kaye

New Work.: P.lnting•• nd Pa.t.l.

PRIME RIB for 2
with a view

including
freshly baked popover,
salad, vegetable, potato,
dessert, coffee or tea

OPEN YEAR ROUND
7 DAYS A WEEK

$19.95
EVERY TUESDAY
4 tilg p.m.

'"

215 Foreside Road • 781-4262

CORSICAN~

Restaurant
9 MECHANIC ST.
FREEPORT
across the street
and down the hill
from L.L. Bean

Food lovers bave an
affair witb tbe Corsican
Featuring Pesto & Tomato Piz7.a
on our own whole wheat or

white crust, $4.50

OPEN DAILY 11-9

CLOSED TUESDAYS

865-9421

Ru••I.n PI., "VI.dlm.. M.,"
onoYak, - A Tragedy" A 35-minute
performance by members of the faculty
and students incorporating cubist art,
video, music, poetry and dance Dec 1-3,
8 pm in Smith Auditorium . Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
TIM Nutc ••ck•• Dec 2-4 and 9-11 at
the City Theater, 202 Main, Biddeford.
Pertormance by the Portland Ballet.
ShOWlime is Fri-Satat8 pm, Sun at2 pm.
Tickets $10 for adults, $6 for children and
seniors. Preview performance Dec I, 6
pm; tickets are $5. 772-9671.
The Cruclbl. by Arthur Miller Dec 2-11
performed by the Russell Square Players
at Russell Hall, USM Gorham. Tickets are
$6 public, $5 seniors, $3 students. For
performances times and reservations, call
780-5483.
Go A.k Allc. Play based on the diary of
a girl who was lured into drugs by peer
pressure Dec 2-3, 8 pm at Thornton
Academy, Saco. Tickets are $5 for adults,
$3 for students and seniors. For more
information, call the Thornton Academy
drama club at 282-3361.
Open Mike/Audition Night every
Wednesday at the Thomas Inn and Playhouse, Rt. 302, South Casco. Interested
acts should contract the management at
the Inn, 655-3292, to arrange scheduling.
Acts chosen from the Wednesday night
auditions will be offered an opportunity to
pertorm for compensation at the Inn.
Auditions are open to the public.

The Portl.nd S,mphon, Orchest ••
is looking for volunteers to usher at their
"Magic of Christmas" concert on Dec lO", 17-18. For more information, call the
Center for voluntary Action at 874-1015.

opening.
F.cult, Show Nov 29-Dec 21 at the
Baxter Gallery, Portland School of Art,
619 Congress Street, Portland. Openin~
reception Nov 29, 6-8 pm. Hours : Mon-Fn
10 am-5 pm (Thu until 7 pm), Sun 11 am4pm.
.J.p.na•• C•• ft. - N.w Engl.nd An
exhibition of works in clay, fiber, metal
and wood by 16 contemporary New England artisans. Opening reception Nov 29,
7-9 pm. David Kolb, professor of philosophy will speak on "Traditional Japanese
Craft in the Modem Context" at 7 pm at
the Olin Arts Center, Bates College,
Lewiston. For more information, call 7866330.
M••t The M.k... Dec 3 10 am- 6 pm
and Dec 4, 11 am-5 pm. An opportunity to
VISIt artists' work spaces and studios at
547A Congress Street, and 20-34 Danforth Street. Refreshments will be served
in some studios, and participants will be
selling their work as well.

The Union of M.I ... VI.ual Artl.t.
will hold their annual art sale Dec 3, 10
am~ pm at One City Center, Portland.
Over 50 artists are participating in the
sale. This is an opportunity for people to
have a great deal of art to choose from ,
obtain both framed and unframed work
talk to the artists and buy art at bargain
prices. Admission is free.

ar.und town
Portl.nd Mu••urn of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat,
10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday evenings, 5-9. Current exhibits: Winslow
Homer: Paintings of the Civil War (Oct 6Dec 18); Judith Rothchild: From Collage
into Relief (Oct 28-Dec 31). The Land of
Norumbega (Nov 15-Jan 22). 775-6148.
.Johnnl. Ro••• nd P.ul H.roux display new work through Nov 30 at Barridoff
Galleries, 26 Free, Portland. Also at the
gallery a selection of 19th and early 20th
century American Art. Hours: Weekdays
10 am-5 pm, Sat 12 -4 pm. 772-5011.

"Even Bettah Than Mum Used Ta Make"
Taking Thanksgiving Orders Thru Tuesday, November 22

849 Forest Avenue
Portland, Maine 04103

775-1545

WNCH? THE BIRD
IS THE WORD.
Next llUlchtime, don't stay
Then try our teriyaki
cooped up in YQUC office,
chicken or barbecue
Fly to Cadillac ~!!II!!!!!!!II!!!!!!!II!!!!!!!II!!!!!~ chicken

Jack's for a
JW
' '~"engrilled

sandwiches.
You'll agree
that at Cadillac
Jack's, the
bird is the

chi\.A!

sandwich.
Really want
to1ly?

word

N.w V ....s/Portl.nd Four hours of
your time will get you free admission to

the celebration and an invitation to the
Midnight Staff party on Dec 31. Volunteers are needed for distribution of flyers
and posters on specific routes in Southern Maine. A car will be helpful for most,
butnotall, routes. People are also needed
in the sales and security area. For more
information, call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.

Alt ••n.tlv. Holld., Gift Auction
.nd Bnlnch Nov 27 atZootz, 31 Forest

Avenue, Portland. The auction is hosted
by Feminist Spiritualist Community and
some of the gifts being auctioned include
wind surfin91essons, tickets for a Maine
Audubon tnp and an herb garden conSUltation. The cost for the brunch (11 :3012:30 pm) is $4, admission to the auction
(1-3 pm) IS $1 For more information and
reservations, call 773-2294.

The 11th .nnu.1 lighting of the
Copp•• B•• ch T... will be held Dec
1, 3:30 pm althe Portland Museum of Art.
Free admission, refreshments and a si nging of traditional carols in the Great Hall.
For more information, call 775-6148.
S.lfH.lp C•• ft. S.le Dec 3, 9 am-3
pm at the Church of the Servant,
Lafayette St., Portland. A unique opportunity to purchase international
handicrafts made by skilled craftspeople from developing nations, such as
doll furniture from Haiti, plant hangers
from Bangladesh, baskets from the
Philippines, and handcarved wooden
boxes from India. Self Help Crafts supports the craftspeople directly ; the sale
is not a local fundraiser. For more information , call 775-8578 or 874-0241 .

Chrl.tma.ln the 1800.: Dow ..... t
F.I. Dec 3, 10 am-2 pm at Woodfords
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
St., Portland. Crafts, food, knit goods,
books, cookie run , cheese, fruit cakes,
and a separate fair for children. Santa is
expected. For more information , call 7973789.

Old F••hlo...d Chrl.tma. Fal. Dec

(!arli/lac f}tzcl:l
A Good Place to Eat
442 Fore Street in Portland's Old Port. 774-7466

3, 9:30 am-2:30 pm at Trinity Church,
Forest Ave at Coyle, Portland. Lobster
stew luncheon, green , baked goods &
candy, antiques & collectibles and more.
W.akl, Fl •• M.rk.t Sundays , 9 am-4
pm, at the Portland Expo Center, 239
Park Ave, Portland.

PI ... T ..e Shop & B.yvi.w G.II • ."
75 Market Street, Portland. Watercolors
by Frassetta, Tubbs, Cohen, Sebold and
others, and wildlife sculpture by the
Osbornes and Richard Lewis. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 9:30 am-5:30 pm. 773-3007.

Katharl ... Axllrod .nd .Joan R.de"

mac.... exhibit new paintings at The Art
gallery at Six Deering Street, Portland.
Exhibit continues through Nov. Hours:
Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm for the first two
weeks 01 the month, by appointment
thereafter. 772-9605.

Art .nd Architecture: V••t.rd.,
.nd Tod., at Hobe Sound Galleries
North, One Milk Street and Wellin Gardiner Fine Arts, 4 112 Milk Street, Portland. Exhibit continues through Dec 3.
Hours : Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm (Hobe,
773-2755); Tue-Sat 9:30 am-5:30 pm
(Well in Gardiner, 774-1944)
D.nforth St...t G.II • .,., 34 Danforth,
Portland. Contemporary, figurative paintings and drawings by Salazar through
Dec 23. Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm
Thu until 8 pm . 775-6245.
'
Aft.moon Galle." 49 Dartmouth, Portland. Paintings by artists represented by
the gallery through November. Hours:
Wed-Fri, 1-5 pm. 871-9235.
G...nhut GaIl.rI. . , 146 Middle, Portland. Original prints by Robert Kipniss,
Harold Altman, Theodore Jeremenko;
pastels by Cynthia Costello; paintings by
JoAnn Stover. Exhibit continues through
Nov. In Dec, original prints, pastel and
paintings by gallery artists, and antique
prints of Portland and Maine. Hours: ManSat 10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Chrl.tm•• Show "The Gift of Glass" at
the Stein Gallery, 20 Milk, Portland. Exhibit continues thrrough Dec 31. Hours:
Mon-Sat, 11 am-5:30 pm. 772-9072.
Bird. Th.t Nev•• W... Sculpture by
Edwin Gamble at Hitchcock Art Dealers,
602 Congress St , Portland. Exhibit continues through Nov. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm.
774-8919.
Fonn. from Inn•• Nece•• lty Works
by Jane Wray at Artisan's Gallery, 334
Forest, Portland. Exhibit continues
through Nov . Hours; Man-Fri 9 am~ pm,
Sat 9 am-3 pm . 772-5522.
011 P.lntlngs .nd Gou.c.... by Jill
Hoy at Congress Square Gallery, 594
Congress, Portland. Exhibit continues
through Nov 26. Hours : Man-Sat 10 am6 pm. 774-3369.
G.II • ., 127, 127 Middle, Portland. Works
by Diana Arcadipone, John Dehlinger,
Lynn Drexler, Alex Gridzeijko, Eric Green,
John Hultberg, Richard Hutchkins, C.
MichaelLewis, Charles E. Martin, Graydon
Mayer, Nick Snow, John Swan, Michael
Waterman and Gina Werfel. Exhibit continues through Jan. Hours : Tue-Fri 10
am~ pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773-3317.

by Deborah Bates at the College Library
Gailery,St. Joseph's College, N. Windam .
Exhibitcontinues through Nov 27. Hours :
Man-Fri 9 am-l0 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm.
Rec.nt pelntlngs .nd 011. by Barbara Haber Janoff are currently on exhibit
at the Thomas Memorial Library, Cape
Elizabeth through Dec 24. For information, call 799-1720.
H.,loft Art Socl.t, members will show
their work at the Portland Public Library
through Nov 29. Exhibit is open during
library hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 9~, Tue, Thu
12-9, Sat 9-5. 773-4761.
Bo.ton Artl.t Steven Mitchell will
exhibit new work through Dec 21 at the
AREA Gallery at the Campus Center,
USM Portland. For more information, call
780-4090.
Facult, Exhibition at the USM Portland Art Gallery Dec 1-15. Closing reception Dec 15, 4 pm. Hours: Sun-Thu 12-4
pm. 780-5009.
The L.nd.c.pe Within An exhibit 01
works by Thomas Connolly Dec 2-29 at
the Portland Public Library . Opening reception and slide show Dec 2, 4~ pm.
Open during library hours. 773-4761.

Bowdoin Collage M........ of Art,
Brunswick. Hours : Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm;
Sat, 10 am -5 pm; Sun, 2-5 pm. Printmaker Laurie E. Ourlichtexhibits her work
through Nov 27. Revolutionary Art: Russian Avant-Garde Works from the Collection of Robert and Maurine Rothschild
Nov 29-Jan 8. 725-3275.

out.f town
W.t.rcolo. Show through Dec 6 at The
Centerforthe Arts, 804 Washington, Bath.
Hours : Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12 noon4 pm. 442-8455.
Photog••ph, b, Ed Holcomb of Cape
Porpoise will be on display at the Attorney
General Gallery Space located on the
sixth floor, State Office Building in Augusta through Dec 2. Gallery hours: ManFri 8 am-5 pm. 289-2724.
Silk w.1I hanging. by Margery Ware
Kirsch are on exhibit through December
at the Maine Audubon Society, Gisland
Farm, 118 U.S. Route One, Falmouth.
Hours : Man-Sat 9 am-S pm. 781-2330.

•
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LET US COME BEFORE HIS PRESENCE WITH"""

Thanksgiving
I am thankful for a sinkful of
dirty dishes, for it means my
table is not bare, and thus my
tummy is full.
I give thanks for the adventurous produce buyers of the
supermarkets who are bringing in different, wonderful
exotic fruits and vegetables.
I am thankful for the many
cookbooks that show what to
do with these unfamiliar foods.
I give thanks for good friends
who willingly and happily
share a simple and perfectly
grilled cheese sandwich when
the larder is having its own
hunger pangs.
I am thankful for (most of)
the kitchen gadgets that
abound that makes working in
the kitchen and the preparation of a meal easy and joyful.
I give thanks to the joyous
laughter that rings out when a
group of neophyte cooks manage to conjure up lunch or dinner without mishap - to body
or dish.
I am thankful for the abundance of wild mushrooms
available in the Maine woodsnot so much for the fungi themselves, but rather, for the pleasure of collecting and being one
of the trees, the fallen leaves,
the earth.

I give thanks for the briny,
musky smell of a clam flat
exposed during low tide.
I am thankful to my fisherman neighbor who, from time
to time, drops off bucketsful of
crabs.
I give thanks to the first person who discovered the delectable succulence of a steamed
lobster.
J am thankful for my dishwasher - who cheerfully
washes up a day's crockery.
I give thanks for a grilled hot
Italian sausage in fried onions,
all buried in a heated hot dog
bun and eaten on the Brunswick Green.
I am thankful for sesame
bagels brought up the coast and
across the mountains by New
York and Montreal friends,
which are then toasted and
slathered in cream cheese.
I give thanks for the ability to
read so I was able to prepare
and cook sea cucumbers - a
zany hostess gift brought by
one of my weird friends this
past summer.
I am thankful for the taste
and crunch of freshly-pickled
golden corn glistening with
sweet melted butter.
I give thanks for the greasy
french fries dished out by a
Portland burger jOint.

I give thanks for the sweet
Maine shrimp that will soon
wiggle their way into our markets and into my pans and onto
my plates and into my mouth.
I am thankful for the slowly"
increasing ethnic food stores
that help make meals more
interesting and tantalizing
besides making cooking more
fun.
I give thanks for the creamy
cheesecake lovingly made and
presented by friend and writing teacher, Martin D.
I am thankful for the aroma
of roasted turkey and sausage
stuffing; and for the knowledge
that there will be leftovers to
pick at in the middle of the
night. Or day.
I give thanks for the abundance of food available to us.
I give thanks for true and
good friends; and for the
warmth of the summer sun and
the beauty of a crisp winter
day; for the vibrancy of the fall
colors; for the welcoming sight
of a robin in spring.
I am thankful for each
Thanksgiving for it helps me to
focus on the many blessings
that surround us and which we
most likely take for granted.
Atthea Kaye is thankful for her eats.
Hereditor would like to build a shrine to
whoever discovered coffee.

Capture the living
beauty of wood in a
faSCinating array of
finely crafted game
boards for
backgammon,
cribbage, mancala,
chinese checkers plus chess sets &
many other
intriguing games
that will spark your
competitive spirit
and inspire your
imagination.
An enchanted
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37 EXCHANGE ST.

PORTlAND· ME
871 ·1484
OPEN 7 DAYS

4S BAYVIEW ST.
CAMDEN· ME
236-3995
WE SHIP ANY WHERE

forest of

"""den gins

& accessories

OTHER LOCATIONS:
W. LEBANON· NH
N. CONWAY· NH
BURLINGTON· VT

ClJ.c:ldledDwnJ™
,

FACTORY STORE
This Christmas Season
Come Shop in Yarmouth
We'll be open Sundays 12-4
and Thursaay nights til 8 pm
Serving refreshments to
weary customers
846-3695

Please ask for our
catalogue

107 Main Street
Yarmouth
Next to N.Y.A.

WALL

C... tlv. Art Work.hop for the crea-

tion of many different sorts of gifts is being
offered at the Reiche Community Center
Wednesday evenings 6:30-9 pm, Nov
30-Dec 21 . Learn to make hand-printed
stationary, cards and jewelry. No experience is needed. Cost for four sessions is
$15 and materials are provided. Pre-registration is required. For more information, call 874.s873.

Sixt_nth-C.ntury T ...c.n D•• w"
ing. in the Uffizi is the subject of a lecture
given by Grahm Smith of the University of
Michigan Museum of Art on Nov 30, 7:30
pm in Beam Classroom, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For
more information, call 725-3151 .
Gall• ., talk on "Revolutionary Art:
Russian Avant-Garde Works from the
Collection of Robert and Maurine
Rothschild" is being given by Wendy Saimond, instructor of art, on Nov 30, 1 pm at
the Walker Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call 7253275.
Artl.t/p.lnt•• M.r:!orla Moo.., represented in the traveling New England
Now exhibit, will show slides of her multidimensional paintings Dec 2, 7:30 pm at
the Maine Writers Center, 190 Mason,
Brunswick. Presented by the Union of
Maine Visual Artists. For more information, call 729-6333.

Birken-

Stocking!
A Birkenstock
gift certificate
in a stocking sends
true tidings of comfort
and joy. This season give
the gift that's good for
the sale . Birkenstock.

Photoll •• phlnll the Natu••1 World
Dec 3-4 at the Appalachian Mauntain
Club's Pinkham Notch Camp. The workshop is scheduled to witness the special
quality of early winter light descending on
Pinkham Notch and the Presidential
Range and will address the problems of
cold weather photography. Cost is $55 for
AMC members, $60 for non-members.
For reservations , call 603-466-2727.

'ORE •••

337 Forest Ave.' Portland, Maine' 207"773"6601
"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"

.-
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MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
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37 Ocean Street, South Portland
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
761·2882 Debbie Dolan

TOM
SfUECk

STEVE

..... 0

GUTrENIEItG DA.NSON

.J{ TOUCHSTONE

V HOME VIDEO
PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION

~VIDroPORT?LO.

'<eo
Membership
Lower Lobby
151 Middle St.
Portland, Maine
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CPSRIM.lne, a new chapter of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, will meet Nov 28, 5:30 pm in Room
340 at PRVTC, 196 Allen Awnue.
"Company Loyalty and Whisde Blowing,
Ethical Decisions and The Space Shuttle
Disaster: a talk given at MIT by Roger
Boisjoly of Morton Thioskol, will be shown
on video. CPSRlMaine's current project
is "Computer Ethics and Education ..
CPSR is a national organization of computer professionals ana others who share
their concerns about the socially responsible use of computers. For more information, call Betty Van Wyck at 76&-2959.
B_k Dlecusaron Nov 29, 10 am at the
Falmouth Memorial Library, 5 Lunt Rd.
This week's discussion is on "Devil's
Paintbrush" by Martin Dibner. For more
information, call 781-2351.
The Frllnco-Arnertc._ of M.ln.
Lecture given by C. Stewart Doty, author
of "The First Franco-American: New
England Life Histories from the Federal
Writers Project, 1938-1939" Nov 29, 1 pm
in Rm 305, Masterson Hall, USM Portland. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 780-4284.
Open po.try ....dlng sponsored by
the Portland Writers Network Nov 30, 7
pm at Portland Monthly, 578 Congress,
Pordand. Free.
C-tltutloftlll AftIIly". of the 1m"
peachment Proce•• A lecture given
by James SI. Clair, special council to
former President Richard M. Nixon, JanAug 1974, on Nov 30,8 pm in Wentworth
Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick., For
more information, call 725-3151.
B_k dlscu. .lon Dec 1, 10:30 am at
Prince Memorial Ubrary, Cumberland.
"Tenant of Wildlell Hall" It is not necessary to have read the book belorehand.
For more information, call 829-3180.
The My.t.ry of Mpt.rt. . Dec 1, 7
pm. Lecture-<liscussion series on mysterI9S at Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. The topic of
th,s week's discussion is "The Mysteries
of J.S.Borthwick: a look at the life and
work of this Maine mystery writer. For
more information, call 799-1720.
Poet WIIII.m C.'P.nt.r will lead a
poetry workshop Dec 3, 11 am-4 pm at
the Maine Writers Center, 190 Mason,
Brunswick. The workshop will begin with
brief comments on current trends in paetry and then focus on the writing of
participants. The cost of the workshop is
$30 for MWPA members, $35 for nonmembers. Pre-register by mail or phone
by Nov 30, 729-6333.

DlvorC. Penpectlv.s meets Weds at F ..... kllng Maine Handicapped Skiing
7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational' is looking for volunteers to give a day
Church, 202 Wood fords St, Portland, The
workin\! one-on-one with handicapped
skiers In exchange for a oomplimentary
topic for Nov 30 is "How to Live. Laugh,
Love Again: New Beginnings" led by a
lift ticket to Sunday River Ski Resort for a
panel of board members. For more inforday. Intermediate or advanced skiers are
mation, call Ingrahm Volunteers at 773needed. This program runs for 10 weeks
5516.
Jan through Mar. Traini~ clinics will be
FI.xC .... "Chemic. I F ...." Christ"
held in Dec. Maine HandICapped Skiing
mas P.rty for all clients who have
progam served 137 people with 51 voluncompleted the FlexCare program, as well
teers last year. For more information,
as interested parties. The party is on Dec
contact Ma,ne handicapped Skiing, Sun23, 5-7:30 pm at Westbrook Community
day River Ski Resor1, RFD 112, Box 1971,
Hospital, 40 Park Road, Westbrook. To
Bethel, ME 04217 or call 824-3018.
register, call 854-8464.
Women'. 1•• _
In Fltn. . . will be the
topic of the Third Annual Southern Maine
Sports Medicine Conference Dec 3 at the
Sonesta Hotel, Portland. Workshops will
be offered on Fitness for Large Women,
Coaching the Female Athlete, Challenging Diet Considerations, and Maximizing
Caloric Balance. The conference, scheduled for 8 am-4 pm, offers exhibits and an
aerobic workout. For more information,
call 1-800-464-4202.
M.nop..... Support Group starting
in Portland. Call 774-8889 for more information.
N.w Support Group ''Ch.nge." on
substance abuse and its many problems
for all of those involved. Every Saturday
at Westbrook Community Hospital, 8-9
pm. For more information, call 797-4655.
M.ditatlon for Women every Monday
at the Quaker Meeting House, Forest
Ave. Pordand. Guide<f meditation and
ritual. For
information, contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at 7732294.
rhe AIDS Proj.ct, 48 Deering, Portland, lists many support groups around
Pordand for PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and friends of PWAs. For more
information, call 774-OS77.

more

Ca.co Bay Blcycl. Club Ride every
Thursday at 6 pm. 10-20 miles. Meet at
Pat's Pizza on Route 1 in Scarborough.
After ride join the group for a pizza. For
more information, can 799-1085.
T.I.mark In.tNcton TrIIlnlng Dec
3 at the Appalachian Mountain Club's
Pinkham Notch Camp. A one-<lay intensive session, which will cover telemark
skiing skills, teaching progressions, technique analysis, corrective exercises and
methodologies for teaching all ability levels. Cost is $55 for AMC members, $60
for non-members. For reservations, call
603-466-2727.

Rates

UOlJ't-qf1~9tP~

Open 7 days

773-1999

•
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Turk.y Painting Nov 23, 29-30 at the
Children's Resource Center, 741 Stevens, Pordand. Workshops are at 10 am
and 1 pm, $1 per child. To register, call
797-0525.
PSO'. Young Artl.t Competition
. Applications are now invited for the second Young Artist Competition. Competition will take place on May 3. Rules and
applications areavaiiable from the Young
Artist Competition Chairman, Portland
Symphony Orchestra, 30 Myrde St, Portland, 04101. 773-6128. The deadline is
Feb 17.
Annu.1 Chrl.tm.. Drlv. The
Children's Museum is collecting new and
good used toys to distribute to agencies
throughout Maine. For information, call
797-KITE.
Rick Cha ...tte .ncI Mr" & Mn. FI.h
In Concert Nov 27, 12 noon at
Westbrook High School Auditorium. TICkets are available at TicketronfTeletron.
Children under 15, $5; adults $7.50 (at
the door $5.50, $8) .
Chrt.tm.. Ornam.nt Workshops
Dec 5 and 12, 3:30-4:30 pm, for kids
grades 2-5; Dec 14, 3:30-4:30 pm, for
kids grades K-l at the South Portland
Public Library, 482 Broadway. Registration begins on Nov 28. For more information, call 799-2204.
The Wond.rful Wortd of BrII. . A
program of dance, music and Christmas
tunes will be performed by a brass quintet
from the Pordand Symphony Orchestra
Nov 30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 am at the
Atrium Inn and Convention Center, Brunswick. Tickets are $1 .50 per child. For
reservations, call Dodie Jones at 7297738.
Santa'. Vlllag. Dec 2-6, 4-7 pm at 7
Bridge Street, Westbrook. Free admission.

Mollie Katzen's
new cookbook

STILL LIFE
WITH MENU
paperback $21.95
hardcover $34,95
STILL LIFE
WITH RECIPE

1989
Wall Calendar

$8,95

also The Moosewood Cookbook,
The Enchanted Broccoli Forest,
New Recipes from Moosewood Restaurant;
paperback and hardcover

RAFFLE S
C'A F E
BOOKSTORE
555 CONGRESS STREET

PORTLAND • 761-3930
Now serving Sunday Brunch
e

&
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Spon.or. ne.d.d to provide
tempor.ry housing to C.mbo·
dian R.fug••• arriving early December. Share your Christmas spirit
with someone in need. For more information, call the Refugee Resettlement
Program at 871-7437.
Divorce Perspectlv•• meets Weds at
7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational
Church, 202 Woodfords St, Portland. Nov
23 mOOting will be a Thanksgiving Eve
Celebration -a social gathering with small
group discussions. For more information,
call Ingrahm Volunteers at 773-55 16.
Maine's blood doftillion program
needs volunteers to greet donors when
they arrive, serve juice and cookies,
and keep an eye on donor reactions.
Volunteers are needed Thu evenings,
5-7:30 pm. For more information, call
the Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.

H •• lth Inform.llon S.rl.. at
Westbrook Community Hospital, 40 Park
Road, Westbrook. On Nov 29, 7 pm the
topic will be "What's Bothering Children &
Adolescents in Maine?," concerning the
issues facing our children today. The
series is free and open to the public. For
more information, call 854-8484.

Ro.d Rae •• Shaw's Thanksgiving
Day 4-Miler Nov 24, 8:30 am at Portland
Expo. For more information, call 8748250 days, or 761-2197 evenings.
Westbrook Kiwanis Club 5-mile Road
Race Nov 27, 1 pm. For more information, call Arnold Clark at 985-3167 or
773-1721.

•••

Maine Mariner. Hockey
Home games
Nov....b ... 23
Roche.ter Americans

November 26
Sh .. rbrook. Canadl.. n.
December 24
Moncton Hawks
Dec ....be. II

Helif." Citadel.
Dec.... b •• 10

Sh.rbrook. C.nadi..,.
Dec.... b •• 27
Ullce Devils
Dec .... b.r30
Adll'Ondack R.d Wing.
December 31 , &:05 pm

H.lif." CII.det.
All hom .. gam . . . . . .1 7:35 pm,
....... olherwl. . noted,
The M.rlners pl., .Ith. Civic Cenl••.
Tlck.l••re $6-$7 .nd . . . . valtabt.
.1 the bo" offlc ••
775-3411

•••

Br•• kf••t with S.nt. Breakfast
and entertainment for kids Dec 3, 9-11
am at the Father Haynes Center across
the street for the Children's Museum,
Stevens Ave, Pordand. $5 for members
of the Children's Museum, $7.50 for
non-members. For reservations, call
797-KITE.
Th. Nutcrack.r .nd Th. Mou ••
King A theatrical performance presented by Bennington Puppets Dec 3, 4
pm Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM
Pordand. Admission is $1 for children
under 12, $2 for students and seniors,
$3 for the general public. For more information, call 780-4090.
Holiday Work.hop for children will be
held Dec 3 and 10, 10:30 am-12 noon at
the Pordand Museum of Art. Children will
learn to make toys, ornaments, wrapping
paper and greebng cards. Refreshments
and holiday music will be provided. The
cost is $5 for museum members, $7 for
non-members. Register by calling the
museum's education department at 7756148 .
Storl•• for Kid. Pordand Public Library
(773-4761): Mon and Wed, 10:30 am (35 year aids) and Fri, 10:30 am (2 year
aids); Riverton Branch Libraty (797-2915):
Fri, 10:30 am; Scarborough Public library (883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am & 1 pm
(3-5 year aids) and Tue, 6:30 pm (5-6
year aids); Prince Memorial Library,
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30 am
(2-3 year aids); Thu, 10:30 am. (3-5 year
aids).
Flick. for kid. at the Portland Public
Library in Monument Sq. For children of
all ages every Saturday at 10:30 am and
Tuesday at 1:30 pm. Free. For more information, call 773-4761.
Finger Fun for B.bl•• Wed at 9:30 am
at the Pordand Public Library. For more
inlormation, call 773-4761 .
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Inspired by the gt'O'at bags of Europe, we've created a greal-looking
well.functioning, long wearing bag (16"xl~"x 4") for men and women
who mwt carry their professional, personal or student livea with them.
Underneath this sleek exterior lies two 10" x 16" zippered pockets, twO
10" x 16" open pockets, one 12" x 16" zippered pockets, three variou ..
sized open pockeu for pens, calculators and notebooks.
All this i5 made from our rugged colton
canvas, trimmed and reinforced with real
leather and solid brass. And of course, we

guarantee stiching and zippers fo~verl
Medium brown with tan, navy with
tan, taupe with tan.

""'.........

$68.50

STOPPING, TURNING AND HUGGING TREES

First day on the slopes

Super
Builders
Blocks
Set of 16

$21.95

It was the description of the was having a short fling at her ing straight for and crashing

apres-ski parties that did it. Lots
of good looking men and warm
camaraderie and great food.
That and the fact that there were
these stunning, sexy, skin-tight
one-piece ski-outfits that made
you look as if you'4 been born
on skis - even if the closest
thing to a slope you knew was
the sharp-edged nose of a
snooty Scandinavian. (I stole
that line from one of Bob Hope's
writers.)
Besides, I was fed up with
sitting at home on winter days.
There is only so much one can
do in front of the fire: gorge on
chocolates (which only added
to the pimples on my face and
made my love handles protrude more); or test out all the
hot toddy recipes (which gave
me a fantastic headache the next
day) or - go out and join the
rest of the crazy adults hurtling
down icy mountain sides.
I walked out on the slope at
the Sugarloaf Ski School poured into my borrowed ski
outfit. (Why Sugarloaf? Because I'd heard good things
about their instructors, And
because I'd just done a story on
a "mature" skier who ran a
lodge in the Valley.) Imusth~ve
looked the part, for I was
whistled at by two (count them,
two) young men in their early
'20s. Since, I'm no Cher, I
blushed prettily (I hope) and
sauntered on, carrying my skis
and poles over my shoulders.
I joined the other three in my
class. There was a to-be-married couple checking out places
for their honeymoon four
months down the road. (After
The Loaf they were off to the
Bahamas to see "if we prefer a
warm weather honeymoon
instead.") There was a private
corporate pilot on a three-day
layover while his boss - old,
old, old New York money -

condo (you know what I mean);
and then there was me. Improperly dressed,
The instructor skied over to
me, unbuckled my rented
boots, pulled out the knitted
cuffs of my suit, clamped my
boots closed then stretched the
cuffs of around the outside of
my boots. Standing, he said:
"Now you can tell your friends
that after your ski instructor
dressed you, . he took you
skiing!" I wished. How I
wished, for Paul was the typical dream ski instructor model:
tall, tanned, and gorgeous.
(And engaged. I asked.)
The lesson began.
We learn how to stop by
cutting a piece of pie in the
snow at the same time trying
not to trip ourselves as our ski
tips crossed each other.
We learn how to fall by not
breaking the fall with poles,
hands or arms. Instead, we fall
heavily and correctly on sides
and bottoms, I find I'm good at
this,
Weleam how to getup gracefully, using the bullfight
method, with our poles on one
side of us tOS\.lpport our weight.
I breathe a sigh of relief when I
find the poles don't break under
me.
And we learn how to tum
using the snowplow method.
Finally it is time to put into
action what we have just been
shown. With knee-high tots
nonchalantly careening around
us, the four of us wobbly follow Paul down the bunny slope
(which looks 3 miles long and
seems to have a gradient of 12°)
stopping only by bumping into
each other and getting our skis
entangled. So much for cutting
the pie.
r make a tum but almost hit a
skier going past me, which
unnerves me. I stop - by head-

into a tree. Paul is at my side in
a second, encouragingl y cheerful: "Don't worry. All skiers
hug trees sooner or later." I have
news for him. I ha ve yet to find
one who does or has!
The lesson continues and I
follow the class to the chairlift
at the foot of the hill (mountain ?). I am going too fast and I
panic. I forget all that Paul has
said about falling and stopping
and decide to sit back - like a
toddler learning how to walk.
Too late I remember Paul's
admonition not to do that. My
legs go up and my skis run
away from me, just as Paul had
promised.
The flying granules of snow
and ice sting my face. Although
I feel as if I was wandering in
the middle of a blinding snow
and sleet storm combined, I
knew in reality I was a turquoise-colored mini-avalanche
as I rolled down the slope.
Think of it this way: I was going
down the slope just as Paul had
so confidently said I would. The
only difference was that while
he meant upright and on skis, I
was doing it less elegantly.
When I finally came to a stop
sprawled out like a limp rag
doll and with the class anxiously staring down on me, I
asked in all seriousness: "Is my
mascara running?" Look, Ihave
priorities,after all. IfI'm to have
broken bones it doesn't hurt to
look good.
And speaking of priorities,
apres-ski hasn't found a place
in my life as a skier. I'm too
tired at the end of my day on
the slopes.
And as to looking sleek and
sexy in the one-piece suits well, you either have it or you
don't. Sadly, I don't.

Malne's Educational Dealer
for Teacher & Parent Supplies

370 Fore Street
Portland, ME
772-8940
Hours:
Man - Sat 10 to 6
Sunday 1 to 5
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Toscany Stool
Graceful and elegant bar stool with
a sweeping line and leather seal
brings Italian style horne in
awide range of colors.
AI Metro...
where else!
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BEA.U1Y&
FUNCTION

Althea Kaye has not given up her
career as a skier. She's spent the
summer calling around to allthe mountains to find the perfect ski instructor.

Choose from our selection of Italian ceramic tiles
and rich oak finishes to create the table that is right
for your kitchen or dining area.

Table with four chairs
Now $1~250 SAVE $260

.

~
'q.~ scan~.
Inavla

,343 Forest Avenue, Portland
(207) 773"4715
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AGift You Can Give ...
And Receive!

We've produced the lineups, at least the leadoff
letters, from several different major-league box
scores. The players' initials and batting orders are
genuine; the games took place in early September.
The rest was just window dresSing. See if you can
identify the teams.
For example, that's Boggs, Owen and Evans,
leading off team nine.

Charlie "Bird" Parker lives
on the silver screen
_.

$25
10 Tans $40

6 Tans
I .

-~.I~~~
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UV-A Sun Cap.ule

t

ThePlace~
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

.'....

774-2091
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• PASTA DINNERS
• FRIED DINNERS
r-

•

• COLD DRINKS
• TAKE-OUT

-

Teamwork

Clip this ad and give it to the
man in your life.

Make·Up Artistry
Color Analysis
Skm Care
Personal Make-overs

25

We are waiting for Cliot
Eastwood's tribute to Charlie
Parker, "Bird," to come to
local movie theaters. In the
meantime, they are other
portraits of Bird available on
videocassette to hold us over
until the latest installment of
this great musician's life
comes to town.

Hollywood has always
botched its musical biographies.
It has taken the muscles and
guts out of the lives of such
celebrities as Enrico Caruso
(Mario Lanza), Fanny Brice
(Barbara streisand), Bix Beiderbecke (Kirk Douglas) and left
shadows instead of flesh and
blood.
Jazz has suffered the most.
At first, only white musicians
were featured subjects - Benny
Goodman (Steve Allen), Glenn
Miller (Jimmy Stewart), "Red"
Nichols (Danny Kaye) and
Gene Krupa (Sal Mineo). The
biographies were silly and false,
but the quality ranged from just
awful (Kaye's ''The Five Pennies") to very good (Mineo as
Krupa).
As the years went on, W.e.
Handy (Nat King Cole), Scott
Joplin (Billy Dee Williams),
Louis Armstong (Ben Vereen)
and Billie Holiday (Diana Ross)
limped to the screen. While
many of the films were blatantly dishonest, all failed to
capture the struggle of blacks
trying to overcome white control of the music industry.
However, a first-rate, if
somewhat sanitized, musical
documentary, has been released called "Celebrating Bird:
The Triumph of Charlie Parker"
(Sony video tape and Pioneer
Artists laser video disc, under
$35) and is based on Gary Giddins' book on Parker.
The 59-minute production
(brilliantly captured in laser

video and audio) offers an array of fascinating interviews
with people who knew Parker
well - his first wife, Rebecca
Parker Davis; his colleagues,
including trumpeter Dizzy
Gillespie and saxophonist
Frank Morgan; Chan Parker,
his companion during the last
p;rrt of his life and the mother
of his two children; and jazz
c.ritic Leonard Feather recalling Parker's positive influences
on music.
All "celebrate" Parker; few
were urged to remember much
of the bad. Even Parker's suicidal drug and alcohol
addiction's are referred to as
"medicinal" problems.
"Celebrating Bird" also features a real find - the only surviving TV clip featuring Parker
with Gillespie in a rousing
version of "Hot House." Plus,
there is some wonderful, unfortunately silent, footage of
Parker playing and relaXing,
taken by Life photographer
Gjon Mili.
There were unavoidable
flaws.
Although many of Parker's
seminal recordings and underground tapes exist documenting his extraordinary music,
practically nothing exists ofhim
performing on camera. In place
ofParkerperforrningonscreen,
Giddins fills the documentary
with snippets from his many
famous recordings - but the
revolutionary music ends up
fighting the narration and interviews for attention. The result
is that the music loses. And it is
the music that made Parker one
of the wonders of the 20th century; the man died broke and
burned out in 1955 at 34 years
of age.
The are unavoidable flaws.
Giddins soft-soaps many of
the stories about Parker's bi-

zarre and terrifying behavior
documented in Ross Russell's
controversial book, "Bird Lives:
The High Life and Hard Times
of Charlie (Yardbird) Parker."
There are only passing references to his, at times, infantile
personality. His friends recall
the best of memories, not the
underbelly of this great artisthe was a drug addict, a glutton,
an alcoholic, a man ofinsatiable
sexual needs. None of that is to
be found in this respectful
music documentary.
This is primarily a celebration of a man and his music eloquent beauty, free and spontaneous singing, but also loneliness and sadness.
"Celebrating Bird" is not
meant to replace the recordings - and anyone who really
wants to discover Parker
should listen to the original
music. But if you've never
heard of Charles Christopher
Parker, this video is a good
introduction to the man and
his music.
Incidentally, if you want any
of the film biographies now on
video, here's a sampling:
"The Great Caruso" (Mario
Lanza as opera star Enrico
Caruso, MGM/UA); "Funny
Girl" and "Funny Lady" (Barbara streisand as entertainer
Fanny Brice, RCA/Columbia
Pictures);
"The
Benny
Goodman Story" (with Steve
Allen, MCA); "The Glenn
Miller Story" (Jimmy Stewart
as Miller, RCA); "The Gene
Krupa Story" (Sal Mineo playing the drummer, RCA-Columbia Pictures); "The Fabulous
Dorseys" (both band leaders
playing themselves, Republic);
and "Lady Sings the Blues"
(Diana Ross plays the singer
Billie Holiday, Paramount).
Joe Saltzman is the chairman of
broadcasting in the School of Journalism at the University of Southern California.

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Wise

Trading
Co. Inc.

498 Congress Street, Portlan~
~:iJI:!!II_1:::;;r_772-3932

lUI

Come in and check out our holiday spectals
Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston

155 Front Street, Bath • 185 Water Street, Augusta

HWe

buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE
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The Real Puzzle 1# 26
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
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10)--------------------

on Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners will be selected from among the correct entries
by a random drawing. Contestants are ineligible to
win more than one prize in a four-week span, and
only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, November 30. The
solution to this ,;eek's Real Puzzle will"appear in
the December 8 Issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send
your best guess to:

W

7

G

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?

0

L

7)____________________
8)____________________

If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's init for you (first prize). Or tickets for two

I
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Just Arrived In Time For Christmas
Unfinished Furniture
BUREAUS. DESKS • JELLY CABINETS • BOOKCASES
NIGIIT STANDS. ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS • DEACON BENCHES
• STOOLS· TOY BOXES • MICROWAVE STANDS • CHESTS
"The Shop That's Different"
26 Bridgton Rd; (Rt. 302), Westbrook
Hours: Mon-Fn 8:30-5:30; Sat 9-4; Sun 1-S

797-9081
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Solution to Real Puzzle #24
There seem to be lots of remnants of psychedeJia
lurking around town. There were a whopping 57
entries this week. The nine "out there" bands are:
1) Cream
2) Steve Miller Band
3) Jimi Hendrix
4) Quicksilver Messenger Service
5) Steppenwolf
6) Doors
7) JeHerson
8) The Who
9) Moby Grape

The Alberta's gift certificate goes to Katherine
Ayer of Portland. And the Longfellow Cruise tickets go to Della Browne, also of Portland.
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Be a cold weather friend to your dog.

If you protect your car against the cold this winter, plan
to do the same for your dog. Outdoor dogs need extra care
to survive in freezing weather, starting with a good, wann
doghouse.
For infonnation on winterizing your dog, including free
plans for a comfortable doghouse you can build, call or write
the Animal Refuge League.
Because, even in winter, the only part of your dog that
should be cold is its nose.

~~

"'e

Coca.cola
Bottling Company
of Northern
New England, Inc.
165 Pleasant Ave,
So, Portland, ME 04100

. (207) 767·0672

c.firuinal Refuge League
BAXTER SHELTER

449 Stroudwater, Westbrook, Maine 04092, (207) 854-9771

Animal Refuge League is a non-prof~ organizalion sLWOrtect by lax-deductble conlrbulions.

Recycle
this
paper!

~.
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Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds are the marketplace that
well over 16,000 active readers turn to first whenever
they're in the market for goods or services ... even real
estate, roommates, and relationships. To place your ad,
simply fill out the convenient. ·do-it:yourself" form
appearing on this page, then mali or deliver It along WIth
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions, please
call 775-6601.

PROF., easy going, mil (2835) to share spacious 2 BR
townhouse in convenient
Saco location. 1 112 baths,
wid , parking & storage.
$288/mo, + 1/2 utils. Call
282-9212.

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept
cash, personaf checks, money orders, VISA and
MASTERCARO. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of classified advertising is Monday a.t 3:00 pm for
the following Thursday's edition. Ads receIved after the
deadline will be run starting with the next issue. CBW
will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services
for money or goods, or ads with purely sexual content.
CBWwill not print full names, street addresses or phone
numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide
a Post Office Box number in their ad our use the caw
BOX SERVICE (rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize, refuse or edit
ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be
liable for errors of omissions in, or a failure to insert, any
advertisement for which it may be responsible, beyond
actual space occupied by the ad in which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. ClaSSIfied ads are not
refundable.

biZ services
LOSE THOSE unwanted
pounds. If you're serious
about losing some weight,
cafl you independent Herbalife at 883-9772. We can help
- guaranteed.

I[*n;jj;t~.
PORTLAND STAGE CO.
announces a professional
acting class beginning on
December 3 running through
February 25. Cost $150.
Some experience necessary.
Admission ' by
interview only. Call Vicki for
appointment, 774-1043,
Monday through Friday, 9 to
5.

notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales

for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent. retail
for rent. vacation
for safe. commercial
for sale. residential

Up 10 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

s

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDERED ADJ RATES
CALL LEW BEDELL AT CBW: 775-&601
, Please read the CBW CI...lfled Policy before completing this form.
Write legibly or type, and use additional paper ~ necessary.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

I
I
I

I
I

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TOTAL WORDS: _ _ _
BAS IC RATE (from above)
+ - - EXTRA WORDS AT - - ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WM-JT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

+

+
x

-

I

I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I

Not for publication:
We need the following information to print your ad, It will be held in strict confidence,
NAME______________________________________

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

I
I
DAYTIME' ~HONE NUMBER __________________________ I
PAYMENT METHOD
Check _ Money Order _ Master-Card
Visa
I
Credit Card 11____________ Exp. Date _ _ _ _ I
I
Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I
COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:
I
: CA.SCC» BA.'V' " " E E K : L ' V ' I
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/775-6601
I
I 187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102
I
ADDRESS ------------=-----------------------CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE ______ ZIP _ _ _ _

CLEANING IERVICEI'

'l

R,tldenllal and Commellliel
No Job Too BIg • wr DO "' ALU • No Job Too Sma/I

Outside Grounds • Floor Waxing/Striping

I Carpet Cleaning/Shampooing 'WI/ldows
DIlIr·WtI/dr·II011IhIy Stmc.. WltM YOCI Want"
F.... millArD
t .... IUAUIITIID

~ 773'3·281

S.rvlces Offered: Organic & Farm CoIIsuiting, Trailer TaN/
Transportation. Personal & Business Escorts, Butter Cream
Fudge, Chrislmas Wreaths & Chamber of Commerce Tree Oma·
menlS, Firewood Cutting & Slacking, Snow Removal, Transportalion & Delivery Services (Professional Driving, Class 2
cense - Freeport to Portland area - will IIans~rt anywhere),
Indoor &-Outdoor Cleanintu& Care, Pet & C ild Sitting and
OTHER SERVICES around moorland Coun~ or wherever you
arell 365 days a year. Reasonable rates. Mr, erTy Grey, Grey
Sales, Inc, 295 Forest Avenue, Suite 203, Portland, Maine.
(207) 761·5620.

u-

IPhoto Portraits

~C.~_
o-L C 7-'-"'"1-.
aoul's "Wall of Fame"
rchotographer available
or intown Portland
sittinlls. Studio or
location. Day or night.
Ferris Photographics
Studio 871-8285
Home 926-3657

ome services
He...
• Strips!
• Washes!
• Seals!
• Waxes!
• Steam
Cleans!

notices

- - - - -1

(All Charges are Per Week)
Individual
Business
$ 5.00
$ 7.00
S 7.00
$ 9.00
9.00
$11.00
S .15
S .21
S 3.00
$ 5.00

EAIT END

Grey Sa1es, Inc. lIr,lIerry~rpolllor
IbnelB' Smices

DRAWING: A Way of Seeing. Classes beginning January 89, to weeks: Monday
& Wednesday evenings and
Friday mornings. Call 7995728 or write: K. Boldt, 19
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizbeth,
Maine 04107.

REAL ESTATE INDEX

"you derive
regular income
from the subject(s)
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use the business rate.
And thank you for choosinQ
Casco Bay Weekly!

HAVE YOUR HOME
SPRUCED UP lin time for
the X-mas period by
experienced and professional interior painters at fair
and affordable rates .Call
797-5561 for free estimates.
SPIRAL STAIRS - Custom built, solid welded steel.
Also: wrought iron rails,steel
pan
stairs, gates and
columns. Decorative and
functionaf. Reasonable work.
207-657-2888

WEEKLY MEDITATION
Group. Tuesday AM, 7:157:45. Call 2071799-1024.

CLASSIFIED INDEX
animals
antiques
auctions
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc

CUMBERLAND Farmhouse Dec. 1. lor 2 (couple)
- $225 or $170 indo heat. No
pets or smoking. Call 8296482 before 9 pm.

CHRISTMAS JEWELRY
Sale: Tupperware is old
news! Have an in-home jewelry party; Christmas shopping comes to you & your
friends! Call Mindy at 7728667 before 4, evenings 8710665 (Wed-Sun).

••• You name it,
He does it all!

VERY SWEET, colorful
female kitten needs loving
home. Free! Call us today
642-3942.

housekeeping
service

.'UDjlrn.
PERFORMING ARTISTS '
or groups for small dinner
theater weekends. The
Thomas Inn, Rt. 302, S.
Casco. 655-3292.

I!
~ l~j,~n
Low,
Low,

HOME HAIRSTYLIST
will come to your home if you
can't get out. Afternoon or
evening appointment. Call
871-0658, 4-8 pm. 10% Senior Citizen Discount.

HOUSESITTER Professional, single, responsible
woman, non-smoker, looking
for home to care for. Will
gladly look after pets, plants
and housekeeping. Call Kate
after 5:00 pm, 775-{)343.

$ We Buy Good
Used Books $

80 HONDA CIVIC 5speed, 3-door. Needs a little
attention. Runs well. AMI
FMlCassette/Equalizer. Asking $500. Call 772-3098.

[t,~,..uCLASSIFIED
CHARGE

VI A
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$150/
HOUR!

Men & Women
For Exotic
Dancing!

Will Train,
Bands Wanted
Also,

PROFESSIONAL GWM,
28, 5-11, eye catcher, seeks
attractive professional guys,
age 25-35, for quiet
moments and out of the
ordinary adventures. Enjoy
most types of music,
contemporary art, unique
food and intense workouts.
Would like to meet closet or
non-bar type guys to develop
strong friendships and
possibly who knows? Back
to nature types need not
apply. Please respond to
CBW #160.

GREAT DANCE MUSIC
from the 30's to the 80's

Unda Pervlar
Michael Hughes

Portland
Portland

URGENT: Unique SWF, 30,
seeks professional male,
age 28-38, to accompany
here on winter frolics, silver
screen picture shows, intimate food sampling and life's
better moments. If you too
are searching for a guide,
and possibly long-term
hours, interviews are being
conducted. Please respond
to CBW#159.

ATTRACTIVE, intell igent
SWF who is new to Portland
area. Enjoys travel, dining
out, reading and the ocean.
Seeks intelligent, attractive
SWM (age 30-35) with similar
interests and a good sense
of humor. Please respond to
CBW#I55.

SWM, 23 Handsome, professional student searching
for an intelligent, sensitive &
idealistic young woman
(attractive , petite & 20-24) to
get to know. Please send
photo & letter to CBW "49.

T ALL, intelligent, good
looking, athletic, passIonate
Eagle- Scout-type
(of
course , aren't we all who
write these things) looking
for tall, intelligent, good
looking, athletic, lull-figured
SWF 21 -33. I'm a SWM , 33
SWF, 40, classy, attrac- with music tastes ranging
tive, demanding, into leather from the Rolling Stones to
Photo greatly - and lace, D & S; wants to Vivaldi.
hear from generous gentle- appreciated. Please reply to
man. Please reply to CBW CBW#146.
#150.
SWF, 25 Attractive, honSWM, 35, tall (6'7') heavy- est , sensitive, compassionset (not obese). average ate, fun loving, college edulooks - intelligent caring , cated professional seeks the
honest, a little crazy, same traits in a single male,
spiritually growing - enjoys age 25-32 . I enjoy the
long walks, dining out, outdoors , sports, dining out,
movies, occasional offbeat dancing, travel, music and
activities - seeking similar the ocean. I'm new to Portlady friend - should be at land and would like to beleast 5'8" and average come friends and maybe
looking - No bar belles or more. Please respond to
trendoids, PLEASE. Reply CBW #139.
to CBW#151.

SWM, 34, 6ft, blue eyes,
brown hair, average looking ,
honest, caring, dependable,
wishes to meet SWF, 30-40.
Would like to become friends SWM • Down to earth, xand maybe more. Write CBW rock & roller, enjoys movies ,
soft lights & great wines.
#154.
Good sense of humor, wants
ORIENTAL (KOREANJ lady friend. Please reply to
would like to date single fe- CBW#148.
male aged 20-30. Seeks romance and lasting relation- GM, 32, patiently seeks an
ship. Please write to P.O. imaginative, reflective, selfBox 15421, Portland, Maine nurturing, non-television-oriented, non-smoking man who
04101.
values the arts, the enSWM, 25, seeks non- vironment, and others' feelings. PO Box 403, Cumbersmoking, stable, romantic
SWF for beach walks, riding land, ME 04021.
horses, holding hands at
movies, and other simple
pleasures. No yuppies, drug
takers or depreSSIves
Please!! Light drinkers accepted. Please reply to CBW
#153.

WHO PLACES Person to
Person ads in Casco Bay
Weekly? Ordinary people
like you, who've discovered
it's one of the most safe, fun,
easy ways for singles to
meet eachother.

SWF, 33, attractive rural
Mainer (native!) new to Ptld
area, would like to meet male
companions for hiking, X-C
skiing, movies, concerts,
dining out, exploring the
area, friendship now, maybe
more later. I'm a non-yuppie,
non-urbane, non-intellectual;
just pleasant and friendly,
the type you'd like to have
for a sister, neighbor or coworker . Please respond to
CBW.156.
RESPONSES to advertisers using CBW Box Service
should be sent to: Casco
Bay Weekly, CBW Box #~
187 Clark Street, Portland,
Maine 04102. Your letter will
be forwarded,unopened, to
the box holder within 48
hours!

a Ing services

207/773-2898
207/775-0654

MAINELY
FRIENDS

MOVE-IN condition - 3 BR
home with designer kit., plus
separate & complete in-law
apt. Great school system In
Westbrook, 464 Brook St.
Call 797-5003.

1(""4j\Kl

3-MONTH SUB·LET nice
apt. near E. Prom, Jan to
March. Personable kitty &
housemate already present,
non-smokers please. Call
773-2898, or Linda 7610591.

VERY CLEAN, quiet 1BR.
Great for single person.
Wood floors. Washer/dryer
hookups. Waterview from E.
Prom doorstep. Walk to
downtown. Cozy efficient
heat system. $425+. Ineludes hot water for single
person. No pets. ReferQuality, energy-efficient win- ences, security deposit.
ter rental houses available 829-3646 (6-7:30 am , some
November - June. Mulkerin eves.)
Associates, 772-6992.
HOUSESHARE, Freeport,
quiet dead-end st., garage,
full basement, nice backyard, 3 BRs. 15-min. com mute to Portland. $296/mo +
share utils. Call Nancy at
865-4169 or 657-4261.
Leave message .

...A very affordable
match making service
for people of all lifestyles. We offer low
prices and high quality

SOUTH PORTLAND: Two
bedroom apartments. Quiet
neighborhoods, on-site
laundry , off-street parking.
We shovell Cheap to heat.
$475 - $5SO/month plus utilities. Sorry, no pets. 7999265.
MONUMENT STREET
Here's your chance to come
back home to Munjoy Hill,
and a brand new building with
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
WIW carpeting, humidistats,
disposals, gas heat, storage
area and your own private
entrance awaits you I $550 &
up, plus utilities. Laundry &
parking available. No pets.
Call Danny Haley at 7742617 or 774-3624.

service. For more info.
call, or write to P.O.B .
251, Augusta, ME 04330.

626-0195

1 SEARS CARTOP luggage rack, $35. 1 1981
Honda Trail Bike, Model 110,
$285. 1 electric hot water
heater, 40 gallon, $45. 1 16
foot Larson fiberglass boat,
40 HP Evinrude, $1 ,350. 1
Sears electric dryer, $30 .
Call 207/883-4430.

...For Singles! Free Information Kit!

1·7

em 10 ment
and

Menu
Magazine
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BARTENDER
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YEAR

eAWARDVote for the person
who you think exemplifies
the best qualities of bartendering

4 GOOD WHEELS, 155,
165-13 mounted with good
tires (from VW Rabbit), $25
each, buy 3, get 4th free.
775-«343.

YAMAHA
0'-27
",board
synthesizer
with case.
Excellent condition, $450.
Peavey KB300 keyboard
PHONE
amp, excellent condition,
==::--.:7~7~2::.~66~!..7~2=-..:::====::::::J $300. Both items are new
, and rarely used. 761-1685.

•

I

SWM, 32, tall, attractive ,
romantic. Non-professional.
Interests include dining out,
sports, places of interest,
the VCR . Interested in
meeting SWF 25-32 for poss.
long-term relationship. Photos exchanged. Please respond to CBW #158.

ADVENTUROUS MAN,
fond of the outdoors, sensitive to nature and environment. Actively enjoys
wilderness travel, boating,
skiing , music, animals,
building and growing. (5-7,
fit 40 and wicked humorous
ai times) . Seeks a thin ,
younger loving lady with
whom to share these things.
Respond to CBW #157.

CONGRESS BUILDING
- 615 Congress Street. Specializing in small office
space from 250 square feet
and up. Best prices in town.
Parking. Call 775-1737.

•

FOUND SOMETHING? A
pet? An obviously lost belonging? Earn your good citizenship honors by placing a
classified in CBW. ·Found·
items are listed FREE as a
publio service. Call 7726672. Someone out there
will probably thank you I

ROOMMATES WANTED
Two females are looking for
two more people to share
four bedroom house in quiet
neighborhood in Deering
area. $250/month, utilities
included. Available immediately. Call 797-8879.

1(·]. ,4 ilK;)
l!JJ~~lfJ

NEED 2ND OR 3RD car?
Call Richard Nest, T .B. of
ME. 773-2718. Stickered,
warrantied, some financing,
$1,500. to $2,500. '80's'84's. Call 773-2718, ask for
Richard Nest.

HELP
WANTED!

il:lITIDWI

Ufj:i·:,:um

FOUND - A blue parakeet
near the cemetary on the
Western Prom . Call Liz at
879-1831.

I

Our Specialty Is ~trippers & Danc~rs!
... For Bachelor & Bachelorette Parhes
And All Functions!

'*~~~~ ~dit

Guns, Knives, Swords,
Military Items
Old Bullets - Anything
Made by Winchester or
Remington

1('llliI~_

Live
Bands
MARTIN
Of
, ENTERPRISES
Entertainment
'
All
, , Booking Agency
Kinds

ROOMMATE WANTED
December 1. MlF to share a
spacious 3BR apartment
across from Park. $165 per
month includes heat and hot
water. Leave name and
number on machine. 7731306.

HEADING SOUTH? Let
Casco Bay Weekly help you
find the perfect winter tenant
for your home. Call 7726672 to place your ad.

69 FORD FALCON, fix-itup or use for parts. Needs
one left spring, otherwise
completely driveable. Exc .
200 6-cyl. engine , new
80 DATSUN KING CAB starter, new clutch, strong
pick-up. Look marvelous. battery, lots more good
Runs great. $1,200 or best parts, $250 or B.O> 7750343.
offer. Call 775-5016.

30 YEARS IN BUSINESS

weekly,

883-5833

Low Prices!

83 PLYMOUTH HORIZON
4-<1oor hatchback. 5-speed.
37,000 miles. $2,000. Call
774-2829 .

~~ ---

Responsible woman

\ll''''I'lm

Gall 775-3233
1-4 pm, Mon-Sat

DARTMOUTH STREET
2 female non-smokers seeking a third to share roomy 3
bedroom second floor apartment. $190/month + utilities
buys lots of living space, offstreet parking and storage.
Available December 1. Call
871-7112 or Monday thru
Friday between 7:15 and
9:00 am you may call 7748258.

erson to erson

will clean your home

,Just gi\te him a call!

j,,~;,. ~a 11~1~1i~

MALE OR FEMALE.
Plush , modern apartment,
with deck, on the Eastern
Prom . $300/month includes
heat. Wayne Hilton - office,
878-2501. Leave message.

entertainment

-Narne
- - -____________________
- - - - - - - - - - - - -(
__
MUNJOY HILL 81 Quebec Street. 2BR condo in
Victorian building . 1 bath,
fully applianced eat-in
kitchen with oak cabinets
and dishwasher, large living/dining room with parquet
lIoor, W/W carpet in iredrooms, large closets, back
yard , parking , laundry in
building , efficient gas-fired
forced hot water hea\.
$85,000. $60,000 assumable or $5,000 down for qualified buyer. 2nd mortgage to
qualified buyer. Call 7612114 for more information,

~

FALL FOOTBALL, basketball , hockey, raquetball .. .
Trying to put a team together
or find yourself a partner?
Use the RECREATION classifieds for only $5 a week!

723 Rive~ide Street, Porti~d ,'
878-2257
. MANAGED BY GAMACHE ENTERPRISES

LANDLORDS:
Do you
relish sifting through 60
pages of Sunday classifieds
when you 're looking for
something? Neither do our
40,000 readElI S . Like you .
they're busy - and busy
people turn 10 CBW first.

CONGRATULATIONS
to Bonnie J. Ray - co-owner
of Studjo 72 hair salon .
Heres to your determination
and
much
continued
success. I'm real proud of
you and I'm certain you'll be
a smash.
For those of you who want to
relax while having a great
'do
coupled
with
professionalism and a
smile,call 781-4597 and ask
for Bonnie.
One Happy Customer.

I

Bar/Restaurants _____________ I
_____________________ I

~hy?'

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Send your entry to:
Bartender of the Year Award
I P.O. Box 15176
I
I Portland,
04101
L
_ _ _ _ _ME
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JI

-
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Remember ...
... that old photograph you found? Remember how it made
-you feel? You can share the memories. Plan now
to have it copied in time for the holidays.

Photo
restorations

Copying
old and
faded
photographs

The Photo Finish
J

~ .

Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab
SPECIALIZING IN:

Photo restorations • Copying old and faded photographs
Black and white processing and printing • B&W prints from color slides
10 Exchange Street, Rm .207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

